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U.S. expected to push for Kitimat ce 
BY DONNA VALLIERES said that the Washington be rejected for the same because they would need groups in teh West Coast oil until the Thompson inquiry the U.S. recommendation at mines and resources is 
state legislature will reasons, Pcarse said. only NationalEnergy Board port inquiry, said he is is completed, this time, even though they conducting on the pipeline, 
The U.S. government is probably reject ' both This leaves Kitimat which approval for the project, certain the Government will It would be "foolish ma~, have already made up but any government s udied 
expected toendorse Kitimat alternate locations and "looks good from the Pearse, who is co- not make any statements on palitieally," Pearse said, for thmr minds. • would not be comparable to 
as th~ port of entry for recommend Kitimat as the American point of view" _ordinating 20 opposition Kitimat as a possible site the government to support Earlier this month it was THOMPSON'S. 
Alakan oil within the next site, ~ - . . . .  ,- reported that the depart- The Thompson inquiry 
month, according to ment of energy, mines and was set up last March to 
the erald 
speculations, proposal to make Cherry Thursday: High 13 resources was. carrying out assessa proposal to biuld an 
TonyPenrse, co-ordinator Point the site of the te'rminal Low8 a coast ofl port study similar oil port at, Kitimat, but 
to Thompson's inquiry, Bur since been broadened to 
of th~ coilition of groups has already been rejected 5.8 mi rain last 24 hrs. Pearse said this may be include propsais for Cherry 
opposing Kitimat as a future by the state legislature Friday: High 14 standard procedure. Point and Port Angeles. 
coflition of groups opposing because of too many' oh- 
omit toppurg sticlas whieh would take two Low8 Mike Gillan, executive Formal hearings begin 
TonyPeorse, coordinator or four years to overcome. Cloudy with some assistant to ALLISTAIR Monday and Thompson will 
of the coiltition of groups Port Angelas, the location Serving Terrace, Kitimat, the Hazeltons, Stewart and the Nasa showers. Gillespie, said he did not be holding formal talks at 
know of any reports the various communities, in-" opposing Kifimat as a future proposed by the Northern FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 23, 1977 
pil~leine and tanker route, Tier company, will probalby ,VOLUME 71 NO. I00 , Price: I0 cenh~ ~,  , . _ ~ department of energy, eluding Kitimat. 
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How many bugged 
• We don't know 
By DOUG S'MALL on the CBC-TV program The Thursday, he complained 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Fifth Estate--that the that the program did 
SolicitorGeneral Francis RCMP routinely conducts nothing to make clear that 
Fox conceded Thursday that illegal break-ins, secret wiretapping, was not 
be can't be sure how many The so l i c i to r -gener .  • 
MPs may have been challenged the CBC Wed- illegal before 1974. Now, 
unknowing victims of nesday to produce vidence police can only conduct 
RCMP wiretaps before new to back up its charges or Wiretaps with a judge's per- 
electronic surveil lpnc~ apologize to the force, mission. 
restrictions were ordered in .; 
Mountie gets "All that can be said at the moment is that there is at 
,,o. ox.,,oon full discharge firming a statement by RCMPCommissiuner 
Robert Simmons that one 
MP .was secretly bugged 
during a criminal in- VANCOUVER (CP) - -A  believe that Hunt honestly 
vesflgationsometime before former RCMP drug squad held the opinion that he wf  
the 1974 re~tr ict io l ]s  were  officer was granted an entitled to use the money, 
passed, absolute discharge Thur- which was subsequently 
"It is impossible to con- sday after being convicted returned. 
elude that here are no other in county court of s _to.sling Vefenee lawyer James 
cases." $11,000 seized ln 19~8 during Hogan said that Hunt had 
The solicitor-general, a major drug conspiracy suf~eredenongh through the 
minister esponsible for the investigation, end of his 16-year career in 
RCMP. said he is satisfied Judge J. B. MacKinnon the RCMP and it would be a 
there have been no such said, in convicting James form of double jeopardy to 
incidents ince Parliament Hunt. that he could not cause Hunt to lose his new 
imposed bugging controis in I~gU e career as operations 
its 1974 Protection of manager with a security 
Privacy Act. ~ firm in Toronto. 
"Itisqulto possible that in The discharge means that 
the : exercis.e of an. in- . H/rot is not given a criminal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  
vestigation there maY have 7,,,, ~  th , ,~  record. Irene Davis everything that's going on in town, because that's what she's Other work done by the bureau includes eompmng a community services 
,.been, pri .or.,.to 1.974, bug~Inga ..... ~.~ ~,~' .~ ,  .:~. . . .  Judg e M.acKinn.on sai d paid for. She's.one of f~r.s..wi~hbom/doperl/tors on alternating shifts at dlr.e.ctory, mon i t~g ~e .cHsi ~line, giving free-wnke-up services and 
.m~t W~la pot' llave peon ~~,~._w ' "  i ," ,.. that ta~t~ pnsmon ~unt  Te~aee .~aswermg B~epu ~t~pi . the  town p~ted.0n what's~.oing .~lnm~ you wn~LUm~e~lmy~never youcaH.* Much of. the workis paid by 
rhea '  it' the records .oz . . . . . . . . .  - ~~.~.~. / , . :~ .~ ....... : .~e l f l /~sd : - t0  ~'~ / tl~ ~ :~ "l~yfdi-msn~g-/hemem~'wlth~w~eluyllsts.of c0mliig event." 8e~l'~e~lubs . . . .x;unada wpr,,s grun; Umt runs out I~ March, 
~e for~e," ~0-X said. 7 Pa  T m0hey "would, I am sure, and other groups ean plione 638-8195 and be sure of getting free advertising, * 
DENIED CHARGE O ~ f~ ~" 7"~t~ m be shocking to members of 
Last month, former O1 gd[,~P[ ~ ~,q ,4 t  our community. _ __  _ . . . .  , _  _ _ _ 
RCl~con~nisaioner " no*  , - -o  Beaufort drill deadline e tended Mauriee Nadon denied that / Hunt's test imony,  that ~ 
the RCM.P. used secret A ] I  IV~ ~ d "things were fast and easy" X 
listening aevleason any ~ ~ ~b l  I &~,/~l  g~t,M on the drug squad.' - . . ' , " , 
since 1947 when t;ommumst During the trial Hogan ar- ~ " " • • " t Inuvik Ak- 
MP _Fr~ Rose was con- ,B~fALLA~, SWI, FT gued that no crime was . O~rAWA (CP) -- The woul.dbe useful to continue c l]au'~nanof ~e B ea~ort ~T~;~yak~U~a~h s H~rbor ~-N . . . . .  ._" . / . . .  
victed or  espionage m~v~m/  x~,~-, ,-- committed because the mw ral cabinet ave Dome arming on au mree wens. o~. ,;,,,...,, .... : . . . . . . .  : . . . . . .  , ~. . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' - "  . . . .  ~'^"t Warren al lmand said . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . .  • f_ede . g . . . . . .  ' - ' - -^ ' - ' . - ' -~- , le t  committee and deputy Holman Island, Paulatok J ~ C , ~ [ ' ~ y  xouowu~ x~v~uu.v,m_ uuy~ __ . ;' ._,__o._~,, mu no~ preven~ pore:© ~,- Fetro leum permission. .m .u ,~v~a~m~,  . . . . . . .  _ . . . . .  " _e  ,h  . . . .  , .~.. ,  . . , , . I  r , , . . . , .o , , ,~ ; , ,o  • - -  
aSovietspyr/ngmt;enaoa. ~'u~saa. y ne was. s nazr~t fleers from using exhibit Thursday to extend fall on the Beaufort Sea coast, mayor .e~_,~_~__,.~._~ -.?~,,~,.~t,v...-=,~.~..-~',: .  the -- "~ 
On Tuesday. however, m nemg swtteneu xrom money for their own ~ainm .,,.m,.., o÷ o ,,romisin~, Dome officials said they ~ac~ermeuezmc?.up~.~mu.~ . . , : .  ,,o,,., , ,  o~. , 4 - , , , , / ,~ , , - ,~ , . ,~ ,  
Simmons,sald"Naden had .f~era.l ~.dian affairs mln: said "Hunt returne~ th'e Be'auf'~rt"Sea ~vell, bu~ hope they can keep driI1in~ of.~.uv~,saidh.et.~as m.e d~. l~gcon~ue,  aurna were [ ,{~[1~f , ( . )C / ( : f , [ -  
beenwrong, mmr m me.consumero_an, a money when asked to do se denied the company's bid bey_ondtheSundaydeadli.'ne: cabinet, ae.c]smn . zs ~,~,,s,~:o~,,~ a 
"On at least one occasion, co~ora~ anair.s. I~OmOUO. by a superior, for extensions at two others. They saio ice xormatJons po.h'ti.cauy mofivat.e~.._ "~h,_ ' "="  ~=' . . . .  h,o~ / "  
a member of Parliament .Tne clm nge. ot joas.ealne USED MONEY " Dome will have to Stop are 160 kilometres (100 "l  jus[can t s~ now mey _~.~.-_~-~, , ,~' ,~- ,"~'~ Td~l~ ~d~)[~ 
was subject to a short pariod au~paru}vDecause~.ae- . Hunt told the court that driliing at its Kopancarand miles) north of the drilling can j us.ut.y a aecmmn to ~..m.u~a/, ,. .. ~ ,,, h~m/~e~ ] ~.,,t,v~ ~, t ,v  
of electronic suryei]lanee .re.naBs mman. anfl.~s_.~nno drug squad officers had Ukalerk sites by Sunday, rigsandl.on~.ra.ng.e, w ather auow~u!ngtocon_unueon cou~cfl:~s~d~the council TORONTO (CP) -- 
during a criminal in_- m~.resm a~ .mns~ u~t~ ~ oftenus~ exhibit money mr Sept. 25, the deadline set by fore~..asmmmcam~twm e a one nl~ uu~ .no~ ~one .o_u,~ su"o~ continued rillin,, Canada's expanding private 
vestigation," S~..monssaid. ~ ann ny ,a,rc~elocmc their own. purl~es, even cabinet last spring, Ewan monm uetore Ice presents a two,_ n e sin a_ xouo_wm_g,a ,,~e~,,;,~e d the sam~ security industry might fall 
Fox ex lained ma~ ~aaon De.vine. rs,.ne sam. ]a ' ~er @ith it ~o,m n,sistont denu[v clanger ~ .... meeting el me t~-meu,uet- t,-,.-:--. . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . .  . I  . . . . .  ,~  
and "se~o~r .force officers . . : ' l  ° "t~.~ ~ w~ shaftsd.," p ~leYmgtes~.~ied no charges C°t?~e~ n-  development OPPOSES DECISION advisory committen,.which p..r_seau~ons are ~en mat ~l~over, says t~e~r~en'~ 
senrchedthelrrecoras last Aun.~.ana.saiu m.an  m- were laid when a drug squad minister, told*a news con- Jack Heath, assistant hastwomemnerscaentrom w~i~ e ~a~ZZa~ow~qSan ex- Of the Canadian Police 
month and could.find, no terv~ewat.te.rappaa.rmjgona member, who had left the ference " ' '  ta.a;nn ot  ~ktnrn l i k  Association 
evidencethatMPsnaaoeen CBCtel.evislonpan.etaenam force, was found with drug Cottorill said drilling can ~.~ ., -- - 're:~'e"sents"" "t'l~e""same "The concern has been 
bugged. _Later, however, on,q~Jel~cge.pa_r.a.u~on-,.,_ - exhibits. . . ' .~  continue past Sunday fer "a ~" |~t .~/ ,~, , .~t~ ~.,.~ ~e, t~. J1~. [  da~ble as the other holes ,, raised by our members that 
Simmons discoverea  ~ .. x u~me~,z.womuzqp~tya Hunt saia ne rmxeo limited period" at the ~ l ~ f , ( . l { ~ , ( . ~  [,{J l l l ,  UU/~,b "F rank  Pokiak a member legitimate companies could 
that had not been recordecl me romans: Slae-~-you ma.xe exhibit money with his own Nektoralfl/ site The extra ~ '  of the executive of the sell out to, or be taken over 
and, after consulting with some menas,'una,, you make funds and  saw nothin-~ ume . . . .  woum "a~mw . . . .  me 
Fox, released his statement, some enemies. wrong with using it-for his company to drUdes4 sSf~. r ,, B elgin,-  Tuktoyaktuk Hunters and by fronts for lessthan- 
Fox said he knew the He said hls move to freeze own stoek investments. ( T rappers  Associat ion desirable elements," said gas zone and to seat pipe t,47/ vA , ,~  t,,, ~ # t, which expressed early Cpl. Phil Jamieson, head of 
identity of the ..MP, but some mining and hydro- He said it was very casing in another zone. " opposition to the drilling, the association which 
declin,kl to name him. electric development plans possible that the $11,000was This would ensure POINTE-AU-PIC, Que. with Canada. 
ASKED QUESTIONS "made some developers used in his own stocx maximum security for the (CP) -- Premier Rene He .paid,!ribute othe Bel: stud the drilling has "not rep.resents almost 17,000 
In 1973, Conservative MP unhappy..Some ..l~oi~le are transactions, and that he well during the winter, he Levesque said Thursday glans tenacity ann been good for us." .~oueemen and po- 
Erik Nielsen (Yukon) com- used to having then' own wasonly one of several drug said. _ . . .  that the Belgian people'~ "dy.m.anis.m" ~ ov.erco~g "But they've been drilling ueewomen. ,, all summer, and I don't see "The potential for in- 
plainedin theCommons that way. squad members who gave The Sept. 25 deadline was approach towards co- o~smc~eszying m me pat o 
his telephone had been Indian" and Inuit groups money to businessman established to allow the oDeration with other increased co-operation with any harm," Pokiak said. dustrial espionage or black- mail is tremendous," 
topped. He had asked a sent teli~xes to Prime George Burden for in- company 30 days to move l~uropean countries wil] other countries. Canadian Marine Drilling is Jamiason said in an in- 
nmnber of detailed Minister Trudeau urging vestment in the stock drill ships, off. ~e sites serve as model for Quebec . "You are, therefore, Your a Dome subsidiary, terview at the association's 
questions about a new' so- ~ to keep Alhnand as market. eurity operation in the Indian affairs minister He agreed he had before the Arctic me pack in its search for a new Majesties, namrauy m- Harrison refused to 29th annual meeting 
moves in. Environmental- relationship with the rest of .clined to discern the comment on how much Wednesday. 
solicitorgeneral's depart- shortly before the recent voasassiun of the money ists have said the ice pack Canada legitimate desire which is naturalgas might be in the Jamieson, from Saanich, 
ment at the time. ' shuffle, theminister said. between November, 1970, could trap the ships,pushing ,~.__:~_. . . . .  .,_ ,.^ _ also cherished by Quebec's urea of the welis, butbesaid B.C., said police are upset 
Fox's comments came a But Alhnand added he and April II, 1973 and might mem . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ou me wells ann __'"=,_ t--'v"'x©" . . . .  ,,~U©h -'i-t"C-n'=': fi"ev million franco-honest~ to that to be commercial, any about minimal training of 
murx  m u ~pee~ I sve  m day after NDP Leader Ed was happy with his new have also used it to finance leaving the drill holes Ol~..n ,,,,,,,. ,,¢ n~],,i,,,~,o ,.,,,~] survive and  prosper natural gas find in the security guards, misuse of 
Broadbent called for" the position and that the-new police operations, such as • . . . . . . . . .  , . . . .  ~, . . . .  ou . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . .  .'-- ~umoum~ cnev are Beaufort would have to be lie detectors, hiring of aliens 
establishment of an all- minister of Indian affairs Cotterill said p cabinet couple, ~n~. Baudouin and surrounded on a~[ sides by considerably more ex- and persons with criminal 
t / l l een  FaDlo la ,  currenuy .partYand directC°mmitteeRCMpt° securitym°nit°r Hughand northernFaulkner,development,,,holds the bu~un~t s~ai~'in ,,~Pn~n~e97n 3 allowed the Nektoralik via'"-- ""^~-^^ an anglophone population tensive than one in Alberta. records, and the use of 
when Chief Supe extension because of con- ,,, ,s ,~u=u~-~. almost 50 times as This is Dome's second guard dogs and weapons. 
services, same ideas as I." Gordon Dalton ordered the cern that the hole be ',In 1980, your country will numerous," Levesque said. season of drilling in 
.Broadbent said the fact Alimend also denied pub- return of the $11,000 under properly cased and bec.ause celebrate its 150th an. _ Earlier in Quebec City, Beaufort and it is the first -- SELLS STUFFED AUK 
that Nadon did not know iished reports that ~ he and threat of arrest, he zt wants to know more anent mversary as an autonomous Bauaoum ann t~ueen company to use drill ships in LONDON (Renter) -- A 
about the secret sur- .Trudcau had split on the telephoned Burden to ask how much gas is there, and prosperous entity Fabiola received a warm that sea. Last year's deep rare stuffed great auk, a 
'velilanee of an MP "s~ains question of supporting for ihe money in the exact Gordon Harrison, closely associated with its welcome from a crowd of drilling deadline Was Sept. seabird extinct for more 
credibility a lm,,ast to the northern Quebec Inuit denominations Hunt had president of Canadian neighbors," Levesque said, about 400 as they walked 15 and the cabinet granteda than 130 years, was sold at a 
br .~ . , .  point. . . against the Quebec specified on police forms. Marine Drilling Ltd., said hinting at the analogy with through the narrow streets 10-day extension. Some Sotheby's auction Wed. 
Foxs  statements amo government's language Hunt was dismissed from the weatber is geoa over the an independent Quebec of the provincial capital's shallow drilling was allowed nesday to a London gift shop 
follow new charges--made legislation, the RCMP later that year. Beaufort and Dome thinks it economically associated historic district, into October. owner for about $7,000. 
m £1AMT RIMP.f l  mz,s -$5,000.00 [ 
_ AT I I !  I I  i i I I I  V V • A.  AA,  AA  I 
STARTS AT 8 p,m. nus.sonmm e [ 
4 qln DOORS OPEN AT 6.30 p.m. 1st i)ARD $6.00 ADDITIONAL i)ARDS-$2.00 20 6AMES ] 
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PRINCE GEORGE, B.C. 
(CP)  - -  British' Columbia 
RAAI % WAS DENIED 
Thursday claims by the 
northern branch Of the 
United Transportatio~ 
Union that it is wasting 
money by not abiding by a 
binding arbitration award. 
Hugh Arrnslrong, a 
spokesman for the railway, 
said the directive from B.C. 
Rail's operations depart. 
ment to pull crews off  the 
job when they have worked 
close to the 40-hour limit 
was shown to Vancouver 
UTU chairman Glen Bowles 
before it was implemented. 
Armstrong said Bowles 
did not object o it and that 
the company was meeting 
with the UTU in Vancouvm' 
]In brief'. I BCR den ies  money  
wasted  in over t ime 
::: Earning up 22 per 
" f22p  :: cent o . c 
VANCOUVER (RP) -- The Canada Development Corp. 
::" reported Wednesday a 22-per-cent increase in earnings for 
the threosmontim ended June 30 over the corresponding 1976 
T: period. 
Y:: The corporation daid in a news release income was $8.8 
":. million, compared with $7.2 million last year, wbile revenue 
: rose to $179 million, up 30 per cent from last year's total. 
• After payment of preferred ividends of $4.3 million, net 
. income a common share was 15 cents, up nine cents from 
-" the second quarter of 1976. 
CDC said that revenue for the first half of the year was 
$3.51.9 million, up 26 per cent from $280.1 million in 1976, 
while income rose to $17.2 million from $16.1 million. 
i::. The corporation ath'ihutcd the second-quarter primarily 
: m a strong performance by Palysar and by CDC Oil and 
" Gas. 
ii=:Salt accord unlikely 
WASHINGTON (AP) -- The U.S. and the Soviet Union re- 
:'~ sumed Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty (SALT) talks 
Thursday and U.S. State Secretary Cyrus Vance said it is 
~'Ukely" the two aides will be unable to reach an agreement 
to replace the expiring SALT I treaty. 
"The main issues are still unresolved," Vance told 
:-.: reporters after a five-hour meeting with Soviet Foreign 
:." Mininster Andrei Gromyko at the state department. 
~-:. The expiration date of SALT I is Oct. 3. It has raised legal 
": and political questions about what will happen ff the two 
.:~ counlries fail to reach a new SALT agreement. 
:.~ "4 believe it is possible for us to state an intention with re- 
-.'~ spect o what we shall do in the event here is an expiration 
August settled the long- 
standing overtime issued 
with binding arbitration. 
Doug Mahan, financial 
secretary of local 1923 of the 
UTU, said no one from the 
northern region had been 
invited to that meeting. 
Noel Hubbard, ITU 
northern chairman, said 
Wednesday trainmen were 
earning less than before 
because they were pulled 
out of service before 
working 40 hours. He said 
this was resulting in new 
crews being brought in at a 
greater costs than keeping 
the old crews working at 
overtime rates. 
Use Quickly 
Fresh vegetables, except 
root varities, should be used 
Thursday to discuss the 
Shame report, which., in 
"-~ on Oct. 3," Vance said. 
Officials have said the two sides probably will agree in- 
-.'~ formally to extend SALT I, which imposes limits on land- 
:.: based and submarine-launched intercontinental ballistic 
!: missiles. 
within two to five days of 
purchase, ven when stored 
in the refrigeratOr. 
I 
Islands groups to 
rebuild windmill 
Queen Charlotte City, B.C. ('CP) - -  A conservation 
group in  the Queen Charlotte Islands will try to operate a 
windmill project abandoned by British Columbia Hydro. 
The Islands Protection Committee was notified this 
week that it submitted the high bid of $1,010 for the 
remains of a wind generating plant at Masset, B.C., 
installed by Hydro. 
The Crown corporation began a pilot project of wind 
generation i 1975 with the installation of two windmill 
~ wer plants, one at Masset and the other on Carson ountain ear Clinton, B.C. in the Cariboo. 
Total capital cost of the program was estimated at 
$32,000 but it ended up costing $66,841 hecause it ran into 
many problems. Neither windmill ever produced power. 
Tne udnton windmill had its blades destroyed by 
vandals and the Masset windmill was damaged in a 
storm. 
Hydro said last year that the windmills had proved to 
be unreliable and economically unfeasible when eom- 
PaHred with other forms of power generation. 
owever, the Islands Protection Committee believes it
can ~uccoed where Hydro failed. 
Committee co-chairman Vic Bell said Wednesday that 
the group's bid Of $1,o10 was the highest of eight sub. 
mittetl to Hydro.for purchase of the Masset windmill, 
including a tower, a voltage regulator and a converter. 
Suspensions spark miU walkouts: 
• Trawler  wai ts  cas h 
VICTORIA (CP)  - -  The before, the ships at'e 
Soviet stern trawlers Druzh- reeaseo, 
ba and Ugolny remained The ships' masters, Capt 
tied ~p at dock here Thur- Irkov Karpitsky'and Capt. 
sday as negotiations for the Yarosla Nedelsky were each 
posting of a $250,-000 bend charged Tuesday in 
continued, proyincial court..wi.'th en- 
The Russians' lawyer, tering ann ttsning in 
Peter Lowry of Vancouver, Canadian waters illegally. 
said it may be another day 
BROWNmES RECIPE 
FRIED 0Hi0KEN 
0porating Franohise 
ava i lab le  in 
TERRAOE, B,O. 
A rereopportonlty wifll low Investment requ|red for ~couple 
wishing to acquire thslr own business enloy a good iivin9 and 
build future equity. Ex~ollmt financing already in piece. 
Store Is doing well and has been operated by Franchise Co. 
staff who are urgently required for duties in Vancouver. 
CONTACT: 
BROWNI ES FRANCHISES LTD,, 
Vanmuver. 
W. Noren, 25S 6296 
Res. 298 8789 
.or st Turtle,, e.c. Lyndener Slndrs Best, ~15.450Z 
i BEAUFORT 
~'~ sided in soutl 
:.:i guerrillas and 
~, / conv inced  on ly  
i:' caused the  lull 
:~i Whilethe Moslen~ 
i'i gunfire, the F 
• E~! pointed to wl~ 
::: Lebanese ten 
:i Some scaR( 
=: ernment said 
E" Lebanon at l 
-! Lebanese  gov  
~ Palestinian d 
:- aggression i
~ Lebanese rig 
:+I , N 
.il weromA 
'last weekend 
.i jail made a b 
t: on Wednesda 
:i Judge Fz 
":: toria, rem¢ 
• IAndal w~ 
.:'i finement a 
was to ha~ 
:~ Wednesda3 
=! However 
: stating 
::! prosecu 
tempte~ 
.~i a result 
"years al 
• ~ Green 
~refused 
Kamloops |mmmmmmnmmmm•mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm•mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm|mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm•mmmmmmmmmm 
VANCOUVER, B.C .  CP- • . o • ' [] 
The Wyeyerhaeusar pulp m (~e(~a ( (~  (~;  , m ') 
mill her e was shut oonw • l l l l l l~l  j v I I  [] 
Thursday in a dispute with_ • kkqllllldll m --  • 
the Pulp, Paper,and • ~ t f l l d  M W" [] Woodworkers of Canada. [] ~L ,~)~ [] 
About 45 maintenance m Lau+h n an  , a fa r  = m 
workers walked off the job • " m~m]~mm wmm ~ m ~  mmm,mmmm m m mmmmm~m 
Wednesda ~ .  . . y because of i , +~k l it ~ [] 
• • • dismplinary acction taken • ~ ~ . [ ]  
7 .  __  _ 7_  __  _7  _ a ainst them by the cam- • msulave and woa. . .o r , roo .  
gn • - =m H?(~t3T71f l (T .L_ ' t ,~muuu~ suosme Pa .Y .  ~ . • , . ond kesp Old Man wlnter outside where he holongs, ' •  
U u . .~. company spoxasm.an _. your nome flow. ,.s a one time lob mat's easy to do yourself, and it [ ]  
. saia tort seven mam- u m ,i~.AltPnR'r ~.A.q~I.W. yak . . ; , .  ~At)~ ~;,,ht;,,,, e,,k_ Y" , . .. ,,, means permanent fuel saving and home comfort , 
; . . . . .  , ,+ . -  , +~, . . . .  ~,  . . . .  no,, h,,+ vo~oo, , ;o ,  tcnacne workels a • No metier how hard you wish, Old Man r,,Mor is nat benefits. We II be happy to advise on the type of in. i 
,~,*.111 . . . .  ,4 fl~;~, left;el  1Mr•aloe ~f~na aeiti fh . . . . . .  shops,stwearc~ were gi • going to pass you by.. He II soon be here/ howling sulation that will do the best lob for you and we have a • 
.,|IFSg~ A1~1,, *kfl  dt~l M h¢ +k~ Tfl,,l~Ol ~ Vf l$  1~; . . . . .  ~f l lag~f l , ,  two-Gay  suspens ions  [ ]  o n the no e, blowing cold icy winds ann piling up handy instruction booklet that wi l l  make it easier than • 
~, . ,~ , . ,~ j . , .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~v  . . . . . . .  ~ because  they  were  ha l  'dang a • thus.now, .But, youcanhavethe las t laugh,  i f  you gusto youthlnk. Wea lsohavea l lyourother  weatherproofing • 
~hi]etheM~|e~or~stsddur;,,~tkersdu,~edshellinaan d meet ing  dur ing  work ing  _ orK now insulating and weatherproofing your home. needs storm windows and doors, weathers#ripping, m 
. . . . . .  ".'~;" "~"  - .. • ~ ..... "'~ --  hours and refused to return ." * . r.aulk and caulking guns, furnace filters. Everthing m_ 
:L~, m .Pal.esc~an com~nanoer o~mm |atop  r .e~o.uDt to work • ~-wr  Insulation will keep warm sir inside your home you n.ed for warm, cozy comfort, m 
3tea mWhat ne smo were mraen ~ enu'encnea nnsme - - =-'- .... ~-.- - -re to - - 
) nese t rritory...^_.^,,.^_...^...^..^.~The wur~er , ,  w ,u  w© mm . -•  
me attered bhellin$ occurred, and the Lebanese gov- ~o~t~m~a~Vs~'tu,~".~c~e~ i x / " ' - - '~  w- - . .m, . . . , . ' , , a  ,".,,.,~ ; 
ment that Israeli tanks made a fresh crossing into .. .,6__ ., r ~nin- [] , ~ & \  ,w.u,, .e , - , . , -  ,-,,,,,,, • 
,  Kfar Kila, one mile from the border. The v.~...,.,-s-.--.~nes~'~l~nursaa~yt'^'m'~° 2 5  .m ~,~\~,  \ Insulation , • 
m ernment, in a rare statement that supported _~;., ........... bo.or~,~ [] .. ,. ,m \ ~\\\ ~ . 
estinianclaims, publicly accused Israel two days ago of .'~..~'~,,~"~2,,,,,:~," .......... • ,,--4,q ] [  *. | [ [  ~ '~k'~\ ~ Rigid earn Insulation Is -- 
~r the year-long conflict between guerrillas and "~ '$ . " ,~ '~=;~;a ,o ,  ++ m . r  ~j  ,~ ,/]1~ ~, ~,\\~ \ light.weigM and easy to 
• • +-.AM+ M,'V , . ,~ , , , , , v .  v .  • )anese z htists . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  "~'2 K .. . .  ,~ __,.~ tA'gtl /&, ~ . % ~\ \ \  \ Install. It also acts as its • 
-, ' , • ,.~-, .u us t .e . - r . ,~,  . . ) .  • ~.va  / i  . .~  ~ ' ,N~\\\ . ~ own va~mur barrle~ and M 
I ~1 • i l k ' ' t l  • • • - I  ~1  l l lg . ,~  Jr- " naaoeen attenoeoDv over m | ~ ! , "  man ~ ~ x moisture Kee-s - - - r  m 
a .  "T ' ' v '~ ,~ ' " "  :*"  .'-':'~ -':'- m t ~ " • ~k ~k\\ ~ ' flame ¢omtor~aole year []  
shop stewaras [ma the 'ICTORIA (CP) -- The man charged in connection with . . . . . . . . .  • ~ -~f . . . , . , L - -~  N ~ ~.~ N k roved and helps control [] 
~leand'~ h~mtnoa . tn l t |no  inold~nt nt Wilkinson Road members [o go eacx m • rising fuel bills. [] 
'~'d:'~'h(~'+"h.'~-~'.'~. -n'--'~'~'~nc'e i'n n'ro-vinciai court work, which 70 per cent d id . .  • M!  \\XXX X • 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . - r , - - - - -  ,- , ,  d [] , , - • ednesday The stewards staye . / /Nm \ , , , , ,  • ' I  . 
J *  • ° ° 5 mm '  red Green had to have Roger Lindal, 38, of Vic- .around with ~,.e re mamm~ ,, • ~[~ [ ~]  ~ ~ ~ ~  • i ~ • 
a, oved from court when he refused to stop talking. [mcause. ma~ s mew jou, • I~1  I ..Tm I i ~ 
i dalwas charged by Saanich police with unlawful con- ~PP__~.~',_ m J . / i  I |  pereq.fl, mm 
• IYJLUUIIWIIUU, n m ent fter the incident involving a prison guard, and . . . . . .  m ~ I /m I m . 
" • • weyernaeuser sain, i~ is - ~ . . m m• - ve the charge formally read to hun m court on _,___.. . . . .  , . . . , . ,  . . . . .  [] 2 Mil Clear Polyfllm • 
I /~ I I I I I I  I I I~  ~I. D l l t l t  U~WI I  • • y. • • [] Callufibre, loose.fill, . • 
r....,v,., t.|,d~l ms,,, , , , , , ,  nrn~,~iincs to benin ~ause  of a high pulp m- • _ Sheafing For Home and mm~ m ~  • 
. . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~" ° ' v m [] " n t th crown veneer and to per[re Covers 70 sq. ft. 2 thick. • ring that he was not able to ma~e co tac wi • -" - . Cottage coveF.,ps  IHU III1 1 . mmnmnance - secutors, or Saanich police in an attempt o have at- - . . . . .  " . . . . . .  e- er [] - - -  • - - "~ '  ~ | ~  []' 
~ d murder charges laxd agamst two pnson guards as ~a~ tteu.y, weyerna ~. .  • . Ib Beg ~_~7 Pre.pacngoo rolls at ~1~ m 
caused the company to shut : l horrl.. ~ ~11~1111~ "- 
[ ]  2 a l l  x 1 ' ~ down for about hree weeks oo • 
j + , t+ 
• ff he persisted. 
-~i  "Wouldn't bother me," Lindal replied. 
• Green then remanded Lindal until today, when he was ex- .... 
.:pected to m a k e :  ch rge r ad againstan°therhim, court appearance to have the in August. _m s00 sq. ft. roll 36  ~ Caulking Gun . ~i~ 
. Lindal and three others were in prison awaiting Nana imo : O.n ,. 
.:: preliminary hearing on an armed robbery trial, mm sq. ft. aq.. .  
Child's special day +A O, B O +,- : :: , . , . , , , , . .  : The Pulp, Paper and ~ Foam Weatherstrip mionce pistol grip. : 
Woodworkers o f  Canada 
• shut down the Harmac pulp ~ Vinyl foam firmly attached : 
: TORONTO (CP) -  A visR from a queen made a seven-mi l l  Thursday after the 18~ 
..iyear-old's last day at the hospital aspecial one. company suspended 400 .m to •moulding ofckar pine. 
Foam remains flexible at 
=: Colleen O'Brien, who flew home to North Bay, Ont., maintenance workers for ,m Aluminum and lewertemperatureandwll! : 
Wednesday night after four months in hospital, presented their part in a work stop- [] Vinyl Weatherstrlp nat freeze to door. • 
:Queen Fabiola of Belgium with a bouquet during her visit to page last week. Door sets Include plated 
a hospital here. She was rewarded with a smile. Union pickets apeered at m a pike set Includes: 2 - 7' lengths Aluminum and nails. -. 
:! The queen and her husband, King Baudouin, toured the the mill gates Wednesday Li l "  S' lengthS Vinyl Threshold Caulking Compound ,m 
Hospital for Sick Children and presented two wheelchairs to evening after the company Features lotted screw Contructed of heavy 2t?  
.executive director J. Douglas Snedden. had announced that the 400 [] holes for easy ad[ustment.~ aluminum. ~crews included. No. 11130 
• : Because of her nurse's training, the queen was especially workers would be given two Forms a resilient durable Butyl Gutter Sealer V~c~h : 
interested in the hospital and remained there to tour the in- day suspensions without ,~ Screws Included. ~ inch length, real. 
:i!fant-eare ward while her husband visited the Ontario pay. =m ql A7  ~ dM77 nAP Latex. 1 27 .Rely-on.White B~i l l  []  
Science Centre. Both the midnight shift m_ NO. M10070 • ,,,,m NO. 10190 A ' "  ]leach or Grey .D l , , ,~h  [] 
m • - . . . . . . .  [] ,: The king was greeted by 70 Belgian students at the and the morning shift [] set ¢ Wen.  . , ' • 
Lseience centre. They had been working on Ontario tobacco Thursday were turned hack, • II 
farms during the recent harvest, affecting about 1,200 [] [] 
:: "It's very hard work but we liked it," said Lieve Joris, 20, workers. [] I 
of Antwerp. Harmac indualriai [] ~ ~ " . . m : " " , + " :! A dinner Wednosday night with Ontario Lt.-Gov. Pauline relations manager Brian ~ W i l I ~ C M ~ ~  f ~ l ~ f  ~ I . ]  ~ 
McGibbon, ended the royal tour. Smith said production in .m I I  ~ 
.: The king and queen were visited today by the lieutenant- both the pulp mill and the [] ] q|  Yoo could win an efflc foil of ~ lan  Jetms. 4, TIQ ~ Is open to meldmtt OfQmda mitt. 
"governor and Mr. McGibbon and Ontario Education wood rooms was halted [] t~  , t ~ e n~et~nl = 
Minister Thomas Wells and his wife, before they left for Thursday morning and - X! k ! 1hares ~Ir~ to bw. J~ ¢o¢~ mls en~ s.emm, eemen, ~r  em~one~ ~ of ~, 
m M ~ formmddropltlntotheballotb00(Iocatedrlght AllmtUmlt~Im~Imlon~s~'v~rtlM~n~ [ ]  .Quebec City. management staf f  kept [] 11  ~ ~.re~*rGzll. mdme,'mrsof#.~rramctlvemmI,-.m~ m Damp delays crops services operating. [] ~ "*~ . . . .  ,,,,me to part,¢u, unmt, cmt[]t m Union officials would not _m (~ l l~[ [  1 ~ r , ~ m ~ .  6.~ .n~.nwi ,~e~mmtuma~mz, ,  [] 
comment on the latest in a ~ ~ J~  | ~I~ of me I~  ~IO be ~.  m 
.: ( ) - -W , cool conditions across the country series of walkouts but a fuU [] I~ |  2.o~prlzeo~matt lc_~.~ca~l~ 7,mo~m~m~mm~'t~ mt~ • 
have continued to delay harvesting of most crops, causing membership meeting was m~. ~V.^  ~ ' J~   Mmvlllemaxlmumof 1200 sqtefe feet of I~ ,m~,~uzmlra t~m~ ~wm mm g~..usb m...a qmstlm described below. " __m 
expected to be held Thur- ~ [ ~ ~ In mm parilcl~In~ e~ll~l store In e.cmtest~mm Octet~ z~, 17n. some deterioration in quality and yield, Statistms Canada sday evening. 
'reported Thursday. [] t~  Il ] ~ ' 9.AIImtUmitedre~'v~ltmrighttodeddeflwtl/Pe • 
In the last in a series of reports on crop conditions for Smith said the suspen- [] t ~ t s.~rewil0 be,o ~ e~xvwe~ ~ ~m,  ~ l~mmtot~ . • 
1977, the agency said that despite the weather, indications sionsresulted from what he • ~ - A "submilutmsw~awinn~rmi~toacc~pt nnmwi lO~n~I f l~by*~~,  be • 
peint o an average to good crop for most commodities, company called an illegal [] ~_ .~t  n~m~. r~sm~to~ me~',m~m. [] 
: The final reportis in con~ast to those issued in the spring strike, when the main - !  ~ ( ~  ~ ' 'i 
'when drought conditions were feared throughout much of tenance workers walked off 
the job over the suspension I I Manitoba, Saskatchewan d Alberta. ~ 
• !n the Prairie grain-growing belt.,, approximately 50per of two members of the yard ; ~ - ' ~ ~  I I: 
,':era: of harvesting has been compl?ad while much of the re- crew. ~ ~ / ~ - ~ ~ ~  ~ ~ ' / ~ "  I BU I He said the susupensions mm v • 
me+rider of the crop has been cl:t and is awaiting better were not designedto be .m " I L l )ALL  • 
v.~ather, the agency said. 
• There is some deterioration i  qu~,ity and many farmers punitive or a form of : 4818 W. HWy. 16 635-6~1 [ J ,.m 
are using grain dryers to treat he tough and damp crop. harassment, mm[],,[],,l,,,,[],,[][][][]• []•''~'[][][]'~m'''[]n''m[]•[]m[][][]'[]n~umimn~nnnnmuiumnu~n~n~u~m~ 
• , ' "  • • 
Police beat 
Terrace RCMP have 
releases the names of four 
~ersonn charged with 
reak ing andenter ing  
E.T.Kenney School on 
September 17. 
ahrged are Lorraine 
E l izabeth Sinclair,19, 
Randy Stuart Tait, 23, Dora 
Mar[or[ Young,Z0 and 
Melvin John Wesley,26. All ~ 
are 'from Terrace. 
The four were ap- 
prehended in the school 
Saturday at about 4 a.m. 
They Will appear in court 
September ~.  
A Kit[mat man died in 
hospital Monday as a result 
of injuries substained f rom,  
a car accident on September 
17. 
Jerry Bennett, 28, was 
involved in the single 
vehicle accident about 15 
miles from Kithnat. 
Police say his car rolled 
intensive care until he died 
Monday. 
Women 
get grant 
Herald staff j 
The Women's Studie~ 
Advisory Committee ;'of 
Northwest  Communi ty  
College has received a grant 
of $2,250 from the federal 
govenrment. 
Skecna MP Iona Cam- 
pagnolo announced that the 
grant from the department 
of the secretary of state will 
be used to arrange a two- 
day conference on the 
women's studies program 
later this fall. 
Campagnolo presented a
cheque for the grant to 
Stephanie Hudson, of the 
Women's Studies Advisory 
A tree for city's 
• birthday 
Herald staff 
All Terrace-Thomhill guides, brownies, cubs and 
scouts will be holding a special tree planting 
celebration this Sunday at 3 p.m. 
The youngsters will be planting eight trees in Lower 
Little Park as a birthday gift to Terrace. 
Acting mayor Bob Cooper will be there to thank the 
scouts and everyone is mvitod to attend. 
Delegatescome 
rec meeting 
HERALDSTAFF 
for 
The conference will take 
, :., .:. ,.: : . -. * " " . . THE HERALD, Friday, September 23, 1977, PAGE 3 
Staff costs mount 
Filibuster delay costs 
VICTORIA CP - 
Rosemary Brown's 
fil ibuster in the British 
Columbia's legislature is 
osting the provin- 
e'staxpayers an ext ra  
15,000 to $30,000 a day, 
Human Resources Minister 
Bill Vander Zalm said 
Thursday. 
See story page 4 
I 
Vander Zalm told 
reporters that for every day 
the leginlature is forced to 
remainopen due to the 
f'dibuster, extra staff eosts 
mount. 
He•said that he could not 
~rovide a detailed break- 
own of the costs, but that it 
several sources and would 
check with them for more 
details. 
MPs Brown NDP- Van- 
couver-Burrard dais her 
extended speech to save the 
Vancouver  Resources  
Board was well worth the 
cost. 
"Mr. Vander Zalm's 
decision to abolish the board 
is going to cost the people of 
B.C. much more than that," 
sahe said. 
Meanwhile, MS. brown's 
filibuster enterd its fourth 
day in the HOuse on 
Thursday, 
Ms. Brown's speech ex- 
tended to more than 13 hours 
record of 12 1-2 hours set by 
Don Phillips when he was an 
opposition backbencher 
spe~king against the Land 
Commission Act. 
If she wishes to seek an 
unqualified record for the 
B.C. house, Brown must go 
beyond 16 hours to beat 
Leonard McClure who spoke 
that long in 1866 to defeat a 
tax bill. 
The unofficial world 
record is held by Texas 
Senator Mick McKool who 
filibustered in the state • 
senate for 42 hours and three 
minutes in 1972. 
• Ms. Brown has said she 
has enough material to go 
for 100 hours, but doesn't 
know whether her stamina 
will hold. 
She said Thm.sday that 
her deliberately slow, and 
soft delivery seems to have 
strengthened her voice, so 
she's optimistic she can last 
well into next week. 
Ms. Brown's NDP 
colleagues have been quick 
to come to her aid. Thur- 
sday's sitting was 
highlighted by arcane points 
of order, quorum counts, 
and challenges to the 
speaker- -a l l  designed t( 
gwe her brief rests. 
In her speech, Ms. Brown 
challenged Vander Zalm's 
assertion that the VRB was 
lax in stopping fraud. 
She stud the provincial 
percentage of fraud was 
2.26, while the VRB's was 
1.15. over. Committee at a meeting Terrace will host a B.C. place October 28,29 and 30 
Bennettwas taken to Mills yesterday in the Northw~t recreation confeerence next th~fleg~meiW~s~aCc=a~ e' he b~...th e end  of . .Thursday's • . 
Memorial" hospital in Community College office' and sessions will be held at n sltung, oreaxmg the month expected to attract the recreation centre and ,,h, oi.,,~ ,he fi,,,,,,~ f,~m . . . .  , , . , . i  -^ , , . . _ J . .  • ~ ~ • 
Terrace where he was in  Prince Rupert. more than 200 delegates the R.E,M. Lee Theatre, v . . . . . . .  a . . . . . . . .  ,,..,,~.o. ,,,~,.©.,,.a:v | fA  Nk ~- ' - -~ . J , .  | 
Kit[mat court proceedings [ from all over the~orthern ~-v  • f~  m .m . q • E Ee~AI  WW I | | |w | J  I 
haif of the province. Cr ime tbl lows growth  l • Ooni thwheo docket I The confcrence wm deal wit  all aspects of uet arnund thn I 
recreation and will be of . . - -  - -  - -  e e • . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • 
Two s The witness followed the] interest o elected officials, ,4  4 -  . .  . .  . . . .  . .  ! ! . . .  it Keep A I 
refused to take breathalyzer group to the arena where a [ recreaion staff, and in- ! 
dividuals involved in b JL -~ JL JL~J .  I.,U II Uornerm | 
tests ended up in provincial dance was being held and[ . . . . .  VANCOUV R ( ) - -  A Second World War was du mtor[or and on Vancouver ~ ~ [ court before Judge Selwyn called police. , [ recreation, explained Bill E CP e " w~rn l  
Rosily in Kit[mat Thur- RCMP constables Hen-[ t;asey, supermtenuenc oz • ,, ,, • • " rks  and r~"r~ati^n fo - '~  report by the Brltish to the baby boom, which_ Island are of a type and ~, . /  ~ • 
sday. drik Gerr i ts  testified[ redistrict of Terra M~'~ '; " " " '~  Columbia Police Corn- created a high percentage of soph ia  t ies  t ioneharac -  • im~k" / /  L=~\  II 
David Llewellyn was Mosimann pointed out[ ~ . . . . .  ~o~a,h~:  . . . . . .  c mission says high crime young ~op le  in the total teristic of professiofla! • wsoas /f/~ ~ ~ ~\ M 
charged with refusing to Lupick on the dance floor as [ th~-~c~ferenc.^,;~.~.-|,X~..~-, • rates in B.C. are shifting popt~ation, criminals who concentrated • ~ //~!// / /~ . . -~  \(:~ II 
~u,,,~.., , ,~.., . . . .  ,~o .  f m h r n "' " re . . . .  ~:' give a sample of his breath the person responsible for[ o....h . . . . .  c ;,,c . . . .  ,..,,, away re e e a d Since crnne rates a thew actiwty m the Van- II .,._,, .11 /~ ' / / '~ '~" -~ L\ : II 
and refusin~ to accompany the broken window. [ between n^rthern -^m showmgup smallercltles:, much higher m the 15 to couver area only a few • L"  ~i:: ~ • 
la police ofheer on request Judge Romilly said such[ . . . .  : ,  . . . .  .~ L.~,...~..~'~,.~ " The rel~rt, issues year age groups, this as- years ago," the report says. • ~P4 ~ ~ _ • 
IAug. 30. The defendant vandalism has "reached[ . . . . . . .  ;~; . . . .  a ,, . . . . .  Thursday, rod[cares come counted for much of the so- It predicts that, wzth an n . • 
[pleaded guilty to the first epidemic proportions and[ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  e~ . . . . . .  - . . . . .  ,, • • , , ,o,,  . . . . . .  , , , ,  ,.,,,;oZo rates are mere•stag  m called mere•so in crune, overall decline m the cnme • t '~  . • 
" ' ' " "  "~"" ' " " "  ~"" ' " '~  " " " r n s • ' [charge and the second was businessmen must be[ ~h,  .,m 0]~ h,~,**~,di,o c_entres such as Pr~nce Fer t ih ty  pat t  e rato, it is unllkely police will it ~ ~ I • 
[withdrawn. protected." He found[ ----in ---od,~;*;,.n-" " *,,-'-"--'°"~, . . . .  (.;serge, Nelson, Campbell changzngdramahea l ly"  " be able to justify requests n k J  ~ /~ I I  
[ Lleweliyn was fined $300 Lupick guilty, fined him[ ~ . . . .  = ~ ~'D~:~ River, Dawson Creek, Vie- about 1961, when tl~ piu for large increases in • - -  • 
[and his licence was $150, placed him on[ A~,,,,;o+; . . . . .  ;11 I.,. h,.~a; . . . .  term and Pnnce Rupert. became established as a manpower and other it ( :~  | 
r uspended, probation for three months[ .,-,--,,,; . . . . . . .  .-.~ . . . . .  ,..~.,Is,, "Crime seems to foliow method of birth control, resources. M ~qj  c~ ~ ) ,  | and ordered him to pay[  ~oara mecung on r rmay . , , .  " " r ~.,,r...~., . . . .  r . . . . . . . .  a population trends, ~t says, Children hem m that yea • |{~'~ • 
I Emanuel Da Silva also restitution for the window[ ,,~;~,,~ ,~ ~, -  . ,~, , , -~ +,-~ "As fewer young families are now 15' or 16, and • ~ ~. , .~  ~ ]]~[[ ~I~ ~[ I~ | 
pleaded guilty to charges of which cost $215.99 tel " "  ou . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  ; . . . . . . . . . . .  ~-^. find~tposa~ble to purchase a represent a smal ler  | i • ~ ~ l .. | 
refusing a breath sample replace, o~oo,v.o ,,,, ,~,~,,=o,.,,,, " the cit of n II ~' "~°*'^ -a" ,.'- ,~,,,,~"--' " o.,"-'~ ,~..,,~ home m y Va - proportion. ,,°f the total | ~ ~/~-~-iv ~*~ | 
and refusing to Lupick indicated he accompany . . . . .  • . . . . .  .~ , . . . . . .  ~ couver, and seek e l -  populatmn, the report | | 
an officer Aug. I I-Is was appeal the~convition. ] recrea~on fa ilitiesfundmV''"";' available "" ,:v,;o for" ~"v~""mde'1" . . . .  thet .ondclty. h. ..m, in"rapidlye' ..,,,,t- m~o.FORCED OUT [ ' [ .T '~  " ~ "  ,t rl INJ/'  L'q[ TI T 
~ned $350. Kenneth Miles SON-[ ~ .  . . . .  m ~ ~ ..'; . . . . .  growing areas of the It says there is some in- • II l l l~ . / -~ ,  l .L . [  • U .L" ~ J .~ J - J~ |  
""~'~ " "  "~ ~°°""°  " ith the t " " Wayne AllanLupickacted merfield was convicted of[ ...,.h~o..,o fo"i . . . . .  , o .  province, w all a -  dication that concentrated_ | | 
. . . . . . .  . ,  . . . . . .  ~^ ^ ~ tendant prob ems o sse al policeattenliontoorgamz • . . . . . . .  ~ • n his own detente at his driving Sept. 2 with a blood-[ ~" . . . . . . . . . . .  • . . . . . . . . .  I f i " ed ' 
~UIE I | I IM&| IL&GO,  &~ JL q~PAG ~L " " " * | I trial on a charge of com- alcohol exceeding .08 per-[ . [ ; . dmorgamzatmn and m- crime in the Vancouver has Bone. 41111 de ,c r ies  I mun,c,pal counc.l ,n . .  i ted ith " m e P 
breakmg a window at had bis licence suspended.I ~©,~,©..~,u.,  ~ ,~. ,u , -  • wth so do tbe • 
c omm^uo:~ cone..~ta~dthe in'cos of crime, "The police have noticed n Your n : .o  Agent I [MacKenzie Furn i tu re  Jaeinko Madeiros pleadedl " ra td  gro , too out of the city. 
u"  ~ ' " "  °" " ' "~"  "~ '°  " m n " rimes now [(Kit[mat) Ltd., 38 City guilty to a charge of driving[ . . ,~ .  .~=...^.- . . . . .  , . _  alcoholism, e tal illness that some of the e • sit Tm.M~...  ~ 
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~_e store at about midnight Peter John McDonald also been at work to produce a 4 
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home on Olson Avenue. Uplands area. it ~!  ~ O  ~%q~ 4~ 
Features includ ful| basement .d 
With 3 bedrooms uite, a large $47,900 for 3 bedroom home on • 
lob 3 bedrooms up with k~s of Halllwell: Has exlr, roomn ~ ) ~ y ~ G  "~ 
living area and close to in.basement carport and.  [ ~ ; ~ % %  
fireplace, CAll Frank Skid.• schools. Phone B.Parfitl for more to arrange viewing. J appointment ot view. Phone 
Ruar, setting. Cozy 3 bedreem. ~ ~ 
home on ~/~ acre lot. Has[[ 
fireplace and carpo.. Asking, )~ ~.~:O%~ O 4 '  
Hobby Farm. Located at $47,5000. Phone Frank• C 
bedroom home features 2 ~ ~ Du 4~ 
additional bedrooms part 
finished in fuji basment. V/= 
baths, plus sunken livingronm ~ 4 
• with fireplace. Acreage is all 
landscaped and fenced for O 4~ 
animals. Try your offer. Exclusive listing. Three 
Phone B.Parfitt 635.4971 for bedroom, two story house on -) " '~?_.= O~'~ 4 
appointment to view. Senner. Has full basement, 
two bathrooms, carport, 
sundeck, fireplace. ~ ~ , ~  "~ 4~ 
. % .  .~ ~ ~ $49,5000.00. For viewing call FEATURED ABOVE is. Dave 
• ~=* "~1,  ....... ,- i ~ l ~ i  F. Skldmore 63S.S691. with the latest i n  4 
MARQUETTE TEST EQUIPMENT 4~ 
Revenue Property Try your offer on this family ~ 
Duplex in good location on Y, homo. 4 bedrooms, in.law difference. Feature include • )~ ~/:', ~ 
ncreofland,,bedr~mson soultongreuondlovel, large full ensulto bath, two Only S3Z,900 for well kopt two )) NORTHERN MAGNETO LTD each side, electirc heat. Live carport. Drive by.4614 fireplaces, sundeck and bedroom homo on nicely • 
in one unity and Int the rental Hillcrest Avenue then phone carport with a partial view of landscaped corner Int. This 
Income pay off the property. B. Partitt for an appointment Skeena Valley call me today house also has fireplace, 
Priced at aS3,000. For an to view. Phone B. Parfitt 635. at 635.7616. let's have a Iookl sundeck and carport. Call 
appointment to view call H. 4971. Asking S57,000. Kelly Squires Frank Skidmore for further 
iGodllnski 635.5397. ,~.~,~,~ ., ...... 
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]Interpreting the, .News J
Carter denies 
tarriff pressure 
By CATHY McKERCHER 
WASHINGTON (CP) -- 
The Carter administration 
is continuing its campaign 
for freer world trade despite 
increased pressures at 
home and abroad for 
protectionism. 
U.S. representatives at
international trade talks are 
still calling for tariff cuts, 
the elimination of non-tariff 
barriers to trade and the 
development of an in- 
ternational trading cede to 
bring the world out of the 
recession. 
Robert Strauss, U.S. 
special representative for 
trade negotiations, admitted 
recently, however, that little 
Ogress has been made in 
years of multilateral 
trade talks that began in 
Tokyo in 1973. 
With developed Western 
countries still sufferin~ 
from inflation, high 
unemployment and shaky 
markets, protectionis 
pressure has grown steadily 
m the last few years until it 
now may be the most im- 
portant current develop. 
ment in international 
economic policies. 
The International 
Monetary Fund (IMF) and 
the secretariat of the 
General Agreement on 
Tariffs and Trade (GATT) 
have expressed alarm over 
the development, warning 
that moves toward 
protectionism would have a 
severely damaging effect on 
world trade. 
RESIST PRESSURE 
The IMF says in its annual 
report that such pressures, 
on the whole, have been 
resisted. The major 
question facing many 
countries, however, is 
whether governments will 
be able to continue this 
resistance. 
In the U.S. the strongest 
pressure is being exerted by 
the steel industry, one of the 
most fundamental in- 
dustries in the economy. 
Steel producers blame 
stiff competition from in- 
ternation l suppliers for a 
drop in the demand for 
domestic steel and the 
declining production, drops 
in the market value of steel 
stock and large layoffs 
experienced this year. 
Those in favor of barriers 
against imported steel 
argue that such measures 
would stimulate the U.S. 
economy by increasing 
product ion,  lowering 
unemployment and 
stimulating steel-related 
industries also damaged by 
competition by imports. 
The administration so far 
has been able to fend off 
calls for protective barriers, 
saying that current 
economic policies which 
encourage international 
trade have speeded 
economic recovery. 
POSITION GOOD 
They also cite in- 
te rnat iona l  economic 
reports which say the U.S., 
West Germany and Japan 
are in relatively good 
economic positions. 
But indications that the 
U.S. economy's growth rate 
is slowing again and recent 
major layoffs at steel plants 
have resulted in renewed 
complaints that President 
Carter's economic policies 
are not working well 
enough. 
Other industries, in- 
cluding beef producers 
facing competition from 
Canada, Australia nd New 
Zealand exporters, also 
have begun stepping up 
campaigns for protective 
tariffs or other trade 
harriers. 
Carter, who believes the 
U.S. will lead world 
recovery from the economic 
upsets of the early 1970s, is 
facing some difficult and 
delicate conomic decisions. 
He realizes that if he bows 
to pressure for protectionist 
policies, a short-term boost 
of the U.S. economy would 
follow with improved 
production and lowered 
unemployment. 
But such measures might 
severely damage the 
economies of major U.S. 
trading partners, perhaps 
precipitating an economic 
crisis worse than the one the 
world is trying to overcome. 
MAY ASK RENE, PIERRE 
mitLee, said Wednesday. 
The stand will be in front of 
the municipal library across 
from Lafontaine Park, 
where Trudeau dodged a 
barrage of eggs and bottles 
during the 1968 St. Jean 
Bavtiste Day riot. 
MONTREAL (CP) -- 
Prime Minister Trudeau 
and Premier Rene Levesque 
may be invited to share the 
reviewing stand Nov. 26 for 
the Grey Cup parade along 
Sherbrooke Street, Roger 
Laterreur, president of the 
Grey Cup festivities corn- 
~o 
b 
"Four months, eight days, five hours and twenty 
minutes. Four months, eight days, five hours and 
nineteen minutes." 
Insurance 
Brown and Vander Zalm won't give up a good idea 
A few comments on Ms. andevent shouldever occur. 
By TERENCE O'NEILL 
VICTORIA (CP) -- 
Rosemary, Brown, who 
basked in the national 
spotlight two years ago in a 
strong bid for the leadership 
of the federal New 
Democratic •Party, is 
currently in another high- 
profile campaign. 
The 46-year-old NDP 
member of the British 
Columbia legislature has 
been speaking non-stop in 
the house to delay passage 
of a bill which would 
dismantle a widely- 
supported community 
service organization, the 
Vancouver Resources 
Board (VRB). 
Mrs. Brown is up against 
a formidable foe in her 
latest fight, the con- 
troversial Bill Vender Zalm, 
minister of human 
resources, who, as was Ed 
Broadbent, isdetermined to
see her play second fiddle. 
Dander Zalm, who rose to 
national prominence with 
his remarks about the 
election of the Parti 
Quebecois government, 
treatment of welfare 
recipients and use of 
French, has introduced 
legislation to bring the 
board under the full control 
of his ministry. 
Mrs. Brown, With the 
backing of a 27,000- 
signature petition, the B.C. 
Federation of Labor, and 
virtually every commumtY 
worker in the province, has 
Vancouver Resources 
Board at stake 
launched her filibuster to 
protect the independence 
and community base of the 
board, set up by the former 
NDP government. 
Until today, she had spoke 
for about 10 hours, and says 
she has enough material to 
keep talking for 100 hours, 
but doubts he can last that 
~I~ORD LIKELY 
However, she is certain to 
break the unofficial record 
of 121-2 hours et by a Social 
Credit MLA when the party 
was in opposition during the 
NDP term. 
Brown has recited nur- 
sery rhymes, read from the 
works of Franz Katka, and 
sung songs to keep her 
marathon speech going. 
She wears black, to mourn 
the doomed VRB, and 
~ eaks in a slow and liberate manner to save 
her vocal chords. 
But while her speaking 
manner is economical, it is 
also monotonous, and the 
house has either hovered 
just above or fallen below 
~ orum level for much of e filibuster. 
But despite her style, Mrs. 
Brown has yet to be 
repetitive. She has 
catalogued the reasons for 
the board's inception, the di- 
rections it has taken, the 
new ground it has broken, 
and successes it has had in 
bringing person-to-person 
service to Vancouver's poor, 
aged, sickly, and outcast. 
She has accused Vander 
Zalm of being a bully, an 
egomaniac, a charmer, a 
conscienceless clod, and a 
power-hungry despot. 
MINISTER SMILES 
Vander Zaim has 
remained in his seat with a 
wry smile on his face. 
He began the debate with 
a blistering attack on the 
board's administration a d 
accounting transgressions, 
saying he is bringing it 
under the wing of his 
ministry to bring some ac- 
countability to its loos~ 
organization. 
Vander Zalm knows he's 
not backing a popular bill, 
however, and has had to 
face a seemingly-endless 
stream of protestors. 
As well, one NDP member 
said he has little support 
from his own caucus which 
decided to go ahead with 
debate on the bill only after 
he threatened toresign. 
But Vander Zalm has 
staunchly refused to with- 
draw the bill, and seems 
willing to sit out the 
criticism. 
Leaves don't fly south for the summer but they won't return until next spring either. 
Business potlight I
Trolley buses would go 
that extra mile 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
British Columbia Hydro is 
studying the possible use of 
trolley buses which could 
run several miles beyond 
the end of their overhead 
wires. 
The new buses would 
extend their range by 
drawing power from steel 
flywheels pinning at up to 
13,000 revolutions a minute. 
This would allow the buses 
to bypass stretches where 
power supply has broken 
down and to proceed into 
new areas.' 
The concept is attractive 
and the costs of initial 
purchase and operation look 
appealing. There's only one 
problem--the buses are only 
at the initial development 
stage and Hydro may not be 
able to wait until they are in 
production. 
Hydro, a Crown cor- 
poration, lost $50.3 million 
on transit operation. 
"We are operating on bor- 
e " said rowed tim , ' Bill 
Duncan, Hydro's general 
manager of transportation, 
"and if we could get the 
right price, we would order 
replacements tomorrow." 
Duncan said 261 vehicles 
of Hydro's total fleet 0f 311 
buses are between 20 a~d 26 
years old. 
"We would place the new 
units in service at the rate of 
6t a year," he said. 
NOT AVAILABLE 
The trolley buses 
available now aren't exactly 
what Hydro wants. 
"General Motors want 
$160,-000 for a new trolley 
bus, which is double the 
price of a diesel bus," said 
Duncan. "Flyer Industries 
(of Winnipeg) are con- 
siderably cheaper, but they 
are offering new body shells 
and reworked motors and 
controls. 
"If Flyer was to come up 
with all new equipment, he 
cost would probably be in 
the region of the GM 
quotation." 
Duncan said, however, 
that the flywheel-trolle~ 
design is tempting and 
Hydro might be persuaded 
to order new vehicles which 
can subsequently be con- 
versed to flywhe~l drive, if 
the savings and operating 
improvements are at- 
tractive nough. 
Hydro has had discussions 
with the United States-based 
Garrett Corp. which is 
developing various flywheel 
• packages for rubber-tirE 
transit vehicles. 
Garrett has already 
developed hefty flywheel, 
geartrain and electric motor 
assemblies to power New 
York subway cars and a 
prototype urban passenger 
train for the United States 
department of Transport. 
Jim Lawson, a senior 
engineering specialist with 
Garrett, said the company 
plans to start serious 
production of flywheel 
trolleys in 1981, but could 
accelerate that timetable if
enough prospect ive  
customers needed quicker 
delivery. 
MILE LIMIT 
He said the vehicle design 
that interests Hydro is a 
trolley bus with a sup- 
plemental flywheel. 
The unit would be able to 
The resources board 
seems to go against the 
grain of Social Credit which 
was elected on a promise to 
control government span- 
cling. Vander Zalm has said 
the board does not have the 
support of civil servants 
who must oversee its 
operation. APPROACH 
DIFFERENT 
In an interview last 
January he said his 
philosophical approach to 
the board is "quite different 
to the previous (NDP) one-- 
but if you want a program to 
work it must have the sup- 
port of the workers in the 
fiel-! ,, 
~t~ere is a lot of money m- 
VOIDed. The board's 1978-79 
budget wMch was submitted 
to Vunder Zalm Wednesday 
calls for expenitures of$102 
million, an mcrease of about 
$2 million. Abut 20 per cent 
would pay about 1,400 
salaries, five per cent would 
go to admimstrative costs 
while the remainder would 
go to a variety of social 
assistance programs. 
Mrs. Brown, says she still 
believes in miracles, won't 
give up the fight, and in- 
tends to remain locked in 
combat with Vander Zaim, 
no matter how hopeless her 
cause seems. 
"I came pretty close to 
surmounting those 
(leadership) odds, didn't I," 
she said. 
"Maybe this time, I'll go 
over the top." 
run for one mile beyond the 
end of the overheadwire or 
in bypassing a fallen portion 
of the current-supply 
system. 
Lawson said extra 
flywheel discs would give 
the vehicles a3.6-mile range 
free of overhead wires. The 
range is calculated on a full 
air conditioning load; with 
no air condition or heating, 
the range extends to five 
miles on level ground. 
Duncan said such a 
capability would enable 
Hydro to proceed to points 
like the University of B.C. 
and Simon Fraser Univer- 
sity, although the 1,000-foot 
climb to the latter, he said, 
might prove too taxing for 
the vehicles. 
Flywheel drive is not new. 
In 1950, Oerlikon of Swit- 
zerland built 34 vehicles 
with 3,300-pound rotor~ 
which were used in Europe 
and what was then the 
Belgian Congo. They could 
run for about hree-quarters 
of a mile beyond an electric 
power source by drawing oh 
their flywheels. 
Vallieres' article "In- 
surance Brokers play on 
parents ins.~uritiu'. "
I am grad to mm MJ, 
Valliere "Didn't think this 
articular policy was 
-,-," as I for one do not 
e"l't~hat death or suffering 
Because I certainly would 
not bury my. child in a 
plastic garage hag nor do I 
wish to have to sorrow the 
money to bury her. If Ms. 
Val!ieres ever had to repay 
SUCh a loan sne would know 
why I feel this way. 
I for one do not believe and the expense which goes 
with them is a funny matter, insurance companies prey 
If Ms. Vallieres is not en- "on peoples's fears" anduse 
tirely sure that "The basic "any method . of 
premise of life and accident manipulation to maze a 
Insurance isprobably a good buck". It is a plain cold fact 
one" I would imagine she that we are unable to predict 
feels the same about car the future. And un- 
Insurance, home fire in- fortunately due to our 
society, one must look after surance and theft insurance. 
Yet I wouldn't be surprised 
if she has one of these forms 
of insurance if not all of 
them. Or perhaps she is so 
well off that she has no need 
for them.. 
oneself and one'family. I'm 
rOUd to lood after my 
mily in any evenuality. 
The parent of a school child 
Terrace, B.C. 
Insuranceandylnsurance ] "t(" the 
individual must consider 
and judge for themselves. I r 
find it horribly offensive 
"The suggestion that I ] d 
should pay $5.50 for the r e c o r  
chance to be compensated a 
couple of thousand doilars in Forseter D.J. Gardin~ 
the event of my child's also. doesn't really advocate wid 
However, if Ms. Vallieres use of slash burning a forest 
had taken the time to read management tool. 
the brochure she would He wrote in a letter in. 
bavae found that the life 
insurance portion was only 
$1.50 and that she could have 
had all those clauses thatshe 
"Won't even complain 
about" for only $4.00 
I myself would rather pay 
$5.50. For 2 packages of 
cigarettes and ! don't even 
smoke) I at least will not 
have borrow the money for 
my child's funeral if such 
cluded on Tuesday's page 
four, that "prescribed 
burning is a useful forest 
management tool when used 
wisely +not widely) and 
discriminately, but is a 
Idestructful and wasteful 
'activity when undertaken in 
a token effort o minimuize 
fire riskwhich can be easily 
tolerated." 
the error was ours. 
Iona Campagnolo 
In future, resource areas uch as Norhtwestem B.C. may 
beneift from a new copper process. 
Cyprus Mines Limited of Los Angeles has spent about $25 
million over the past few years' on~ '+ a new 
hydrometallurgical process that could be an alternative to
present smelting techology. The experiment which has 
been successful inprocessing copper concentrates into high 
purity copper wire bars could result in proliferation of 
smaller processing plants built closer to ore sources. 
I am very interested inthis new process and will study it 
closely for possible application to our area. 
This past week I was pleased to announce $9,000 in federal 
monies for an imaginative multiculturai program in Prince 
George. 
The sponsoring roup, the Immigrnat Services Society, 
hopes to develop interest in multicultural issues in Prince 
George and have planned a number of events. The 
societywlll hold worksbops~ youth and school program- 
s,monthly ethnic family nights, and stage a coursein in- 
ternational m 
A mullticultural film night is also included in the program, 
as well as an international day at the Prince George Fall 
fair. 
Mrs. Shirley Briggs, President of the Immigrant Services 
Society of Prince George says the program will run until 
April 30, 1978. 
Northwestern B.C. has been included in a loans program 
which will offer generous assistance tohomeowners in rural 
communities. 
The loan scheme, called the Rural Residential 
rRehab!l!~tion Program, a~ows loans up to $10,000 for the 
aoidmtion ana upgraaing of housing in commjnities 
where population does not exceed 2,5000. Dependent upon 
income, afull $3,750 of each loan of $10,000 can be forgiven. 
The program, which will operate under the jurisdiction of 
teh Central Mortage and HOusing corporation, will cover 
the Regional Districts of Stikine, Peace RIVER+Liard, 
Kitimat-Stikine, Bulldey-Nechacko, Central Coast, Cariboo 
Fraser-Fort George, and Skeena-Queen Charlotte. 
I urge those of you wish to improve your homes to take 
advantage of this excellent opportunity. Applications oanbe 
made at your local ClVH-_tC office. 
About a dozen parliamentarians.members of thebritish 
Columbai federal Liberal caucus visited Prince George 
over the weekend on a two day fact finding mission 
designed to familiarize the MPs iwth area issues. 
I was most pleased that this visit could take place and 
that so many of you took advantage of sessions, to inform 
caucus members of local issues anc concerns. 
Elected B.C. federal Liberals have made travelling 
meetings a pattern since the 1974 federal election and to 
date, have visited every region in the province. 
In other areas tenders have been called the National 
Harbours Board for the security of fencing at the Fairview 
Terminal at Prince Rupert. 
No date has been set ofr completion ofthe project. 
This Christmas, the YM-YWCA in Prince George will 
offer a unique cultural awareness vrogram for children, 
sponsored by the federal Multicultar]ism Grants Program. 
The project called "It's a Small World" will show 
children the festiveseason costumes o"f-o'~er'c'o-un-tri-es 
through food and dance and costume. 
Under the Multiculturallsm Program, the YM-YWCA will 
receive $850.0C0 for the project. 
FREE PRISONERS 
PORT-AP-PRINCE 
(Reuter) -- Haitian 
President Jean Duvalier has 
freed 104 prisoners con- 
victed or accused of acts of 
terrorism, a governmen~ 
spokesman said Wed- 
nesday. Eleven of them 
were expelled. The 
spokesman said no oneis in 
Haitian jails for political or 
terrorist offences. 
GIVES PAY RAISE 
WASHINGTON (AP) -- 
President Carter is granting 
U.S. white-collar workers 
and military personnel a 
7.05-per-cent pay increase 
worth about $3.4 billion. The 
White House said Tuesday 
the increase will go into 
effect Oct. 1 and cover 3.4 
million people on the federal 
payroll. 
Dyi'ng / :adi culture feels 
strain of regional disparity 
By JOHN SOOSAR 
HALIFAX (CP) -- The 
Task Force on Canadian 
Unity was told Thursday 
about the decline of the losing their first language. 
Acadian language and This assimilation was the 
culture in Nova Scotia, the result of a poor economic 
strain.of regional disparty climate which forced many 
and the aspirations of young to leave Acadian encla(,sa, 
people for a united country, and the government's lack 
As the Task Force began a of concern over the French 
series of cross-Canada language. 
hearings, it was told by a Acadian youth told the 
student spokesman from a Task Force that French- 
Sydney, N.S., high school language ducatian i  Nova 
that f l i t  manages to clear ' Scotia is a "disaster." The 
the confusion facing Can- education of young French- 
ada, might become abeacon speaking Canadians outside 
for unity. Quebec In their own 
But to succeed, the Task language must b~ome a 
Force will not have to solve right rather than a 
the problems of distahce, privilege, they said. 
language,  cu l tu re ,  MAIN DETERRENT 
economics and diversity. Economic disparity and 
Instead, itwill have to solve the federal government's 
the problems of recognition, 
respect and understanding. 
• Spokesman for four 
Acadian groups in Nova 
Scotia told of "galloping 
assimilation" which has 
resulted in 40,000 of 80,000 
Franch-spoaking residents 
Hydro 
sells 
ings begi throats. Unity hear n Peter Mettam, a Dart- mouth, N:S., architect, said 
a backlash has developed in 
• Jean-Luc Pepin, co- Canada since the French 
chairman of the Task Force, "rather 
increasing encroachment on
provincial jurisdiction was 
regarded by a group of Nova 
Scotia businessmen as the 
main deterrent to national 
unity. They said there is a 
need for greater decentrali- 
zation. 
said the degree, of decen- 
trallzaUon sought by the 
provinces must be more 
clarified. 
"There is a fogginess 
about it that is dangerous," 
ha said. 
The Nova Federation of 
Labor identified economic 
disparity between regions 
since Confederation as the 
~ reatest challenge to a reakup of Canada. . 
But language emergea s 
the main area of dispute. 
After repeatedly hearing 
that French was being 
rammed own the throats of 
Englishspeaking 
Canadians, Reed Scowan; 
executive director of the 
Task Force, said there was 
little evidence that this was 
happening in Nova Scotia. 
Instead, it appears 
Acadians are having 
English rammed own their 
language was 
subversively" extended 
across the country during 
the last six or seven years. 
Pepin was critical of 
Mettam for his "extremely 
loose language." 
SUPPORTS UNITY 
Alexandre Boudreau of 
Cheticamp,, N.S., president 
of La Societo St. Pierre, 
which he described as a 
group formed to maintain 
the Acadian language and 
culture among Cape Bre- 
ton's 15,000 Aeadians, said 
Acadians upport Canadian 
unity, but hope the danger of 
separation will finally wake 
Canadians up. 
Boudrreau said there has 
been constant friendship be- 
tween and their English- 
speaking neighbors on 
ever.vthing .but language. 
energy 
vancouver CP-British 
Columbia Hydro has sold 
$15.4 million worth of power 
dttring the ast nine months 
to the states of Washington, 
Oregon and montana, a 
spokesman for 
Washington's Bonneville 
Power Administration said 
Wednesday. 
Larry Dean said Cominco 
Ltd., through its subsidiary 
West Kootenay Power 
andlIght Co. Ltd., sold an 
additional $6.3 million worth 
of power during the same 
pened. 
Dean said the sales were a 
direct result of the drought 
in the Pacific Northwest. 
., Dean,Bonneville's chief of 
l~ver silpply'; mdd,,in:an, . : ' :  
interview that HydrO sold 
693 million kilowatt hours of 
power to the U.S. for $15 
million between last 
December and August. He 
said the  power wa pur- 
chased for industrial use. 
Dean said the average 
~riee charged by Hydro to~ 
Rs United States customers 
was 22 mills per kilowatt 
hour. 
He said Hydro's price to 
industr~ started at 14 mills 
per kilowatt hour last 
December and reached a 
APeak of 26.3 mills in May. In 
ugest, the p.rice dropped 
back to 23 mills. 
But Dean said the highest 
price charged by Hydro was 
30 mills and the customer q 
was a U.S. federal agency, 
the Bureau of F, eclamation. 
He said Cominco sold 285 
million kilowatt hours of 
power for $6:3 million 
making an average price of 
22 mills per .kilowatt hour. 
"We would not normally 
have to buy all this power, 
but the problem was our low 
water position,., said Dean. 
"If we had had normal 
precipitaion there would 
nave neen little if any 
purchase of power from 
dro" B.C. Hy . 
Merril Schultz, coor- 
dinator of the Northwest 
Power Pool, said in a 
telephone interview from 
Portland, Ore., that he 
would describe Hydro's 
price to its U.S. cunstomers 
as "fairly steep," and about 
on a par with the cost of oil- 
fired generation. He said 
Hydro has also delivered 
power to Bonneville for later 
return to B.C. 
"The mainpurpose was to 
allow the Arrow Lakes 
reservoir to be held at a 
higher level for en- 
viroamental reasons," he 
said "The energy was the 
equivalent of six feet or 
water and it is slated for 
return to B.C. Hydro b Y 
Bonneville later this fall." 
-Religion today 
• t ;el ,el leads flock 
f 'om church 
TORONTO (CP) -- While 
thousands of Roman 
• Catholics worshipped in city 
churches on a recent Sun- 
day, several dozen 
traditionalist Catholics, 
followers of the rebel 
French prelate, Archbishop 
Marcel Lefebvre, took part 
in a mass in the living room 
of a suburban home. 
The service, conducted by 
Rev. Yves Normandin, was 
in Latin and the form of the 
mass that of Pius X, used by 
the Church from the 16th 
century until the sweeping 
reforms of Vatican II were 
implemented from 1962 to 
1965. 
FatherNormandin, 
evicted from his Montreal 
rectory and church in 1975 
for defy ing his bishop, said 
Rev. Le ~ebvre plans to open 
a seminary next month in 
Shawinigan Que., almost 
midway between Montreal 
and Quebec City, as a 
seminary and retreat centre 
for his movement in 
Canada. 
The archbishop, who has 
been threatened with ex- 
communication by Pope 
Paul for celebration of the 
Tridentine or Pius X mass, 
will also visit Toronto in 
October, he added. 
Father Normandin- has 
held services in Toronto, 
London, Stratford, Win- 
nipeg, Regina, Calgary, 
Edmonton, Kamloops and 
Vancouver. 
TORONTO (CP) -- Rev. 
Philip Potter, general 
secretary of the World 
Council of Churches, will 
begin a Canadian tour Oct. 
11 with a talk on Protestant 
and Roman Catholic re- 
lations at the University of 
Toronto's Trinity College. 
Rev. Potter then will go to 
Halifax, Winnipeg, Calgary 
and Vancouver before 
returning to Geneva Oct. 25. 
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Media criticized 
MISSISSAUGA, Ont. (CP) exclusively on imagined 
--Progressive Conservative problems of the party and 
Leader Joe Clark criticized not on our p r ~  ur on 
our call for a new budget," the news media Thursday 
for dwelling on what he 
called the imaginary 
problems of the party. 
"All Conservatives share 
my regret that the media 
concentrate their attention 
Name 
Address 
Please send me_.__.Coples of "Roots" 
by Alex Haley. 
Send $14.50 & Postage .45 $14.95 
,i 
For further information, write: 
Seat Belt Information' Centre, 
Motor-Vehicle Branch, Victoria, B.C. VdV 2H3 
THERE'S A RIGHT AND A WRONG WAY. 
Adjust seat belts to suit your own body. 
When entering someone else's car, take 
the trouble to re-adjust he belt for your 
seat. A belt that's too loose won't properly 
restrain you in a collision, and could cause 
you serious injury. Lap belts should be 
snug.., shoulder belts should be loose 
enough to allow an inch or two between the 
belt and the chest. Take the time to ensure 
that the belts aren't twisted. They are more, 
effective if worn properly. Seat belts are 
comfortable if worn correctly; consult he 
owner's manual you received with your 
vehicle. 
Lap-shoulder~,belts give best protection. 
Some vehk~le~/are manufactured with 
separate lap al~d shoulder belts. In such 
vehicles, use o~the complete system is 
strongly recommended, even though the 
law only requires use of the lap belt. You will 
be much safer if you take the extra step 
required. Of course, in vehicles where the 
belts are a fixed combination, the law 
requires that both be worn and not 
tampered with. 
Make sure young passengers buckle 
up properly. 
Under the new legislation, the driver is 
responsible for ensuring that passengers 
from 6 to 15 years of age wear properly 
adjusted seat belts, it's not enough to 
simply tell children to buckle up-take the 
time to check their belts for a snug fit, and OCTOBER 1 
Clark said. 
He said the Conservative 
party is bettor united than 
ever before and there b no 
question be will be leading a 
strong, united party into the 
next federal election. 
Studies have shown that your chances of 
avoiding injury or death in a motor vehicle 
accident are twice as good when you 
use seat belts. But seat belts are only 
effective when thi~y're used properly... 
so try to remember these basic rules- 
Buckle lap belts across the hips. 
In a collision, your seat belt restrains you 
against a violent force.., so it's important 
that the belt press against a solid portion of 
your body. Lap belts should fit snugly 
across the hips (low under the abdomen) 
so the pelvic bones can provide solid 
resistaP ,,o 
P "= Province of 
~]  British Columbia 
i , t= .  
i ~ ~ #.=~ Ministry of Energy, 
Transport and Communications 
1 BUCKLIES UP 
To '~] '~D~ ~ E ~  ~ E  ~[~ 
3210 KALI~I ST.,_T_ERI~C.EJ!.C . . . . . .  ~ - _  _ _ - _ - - - - -  . . . . .  
show them how belts should fit across the 
hips and chest. You'll be giving them the 
protection they need, and giving yourself 
peace of mind. 
! 
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Stripped-down WHA 
will improve quality 
QUEBEC (CP) -- A Nordiques opened training "Last year, there were e 
smaller World Hockey camp in nearby Beauport dozen players who scored 50 
Association promises to with 32 players, goals, said Cloutier, en- 
"There won't be as many 
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make the competition tering his fourth 
tou~her and outstanding 50-goal scorers in our league professional campaign. 
individual performances this year because of the "This year I don't think 
m~e difficult to achieve better balance that there's more than half a dozen will HARDWARE SFC'?ES THE 
this sreason, Real Cloutier going to be." make it to 50. 
of Quebec Nordiques said Last year, when the WHA SEEKS SAME OUTPUT g_ /IF Ik I# ~ " ~ 
Wednesday. ~g.an the season with 12 "Actually, what I hope to 
'Tvealways said it--by cede, t~loutier scorea ~B do is to reach the same 
cut .  down on the nmnbe~ goals and added 75 assists output l had last year. Ifldo / '  T V G U I D E  of teams, the WHA is going for 14! points and the WHA that, I think it would ac- 
to improve the quality of scoring championship. The tually mean an ira- 
clay -reatlv" the 21-,,ear- league will have only eight provement. But I know very i I 
r .I o ~, " . . . .  season ' old right winger said as the teams tins . well that it won't be easy." 
Centre Christian Bor 
deleau said increased ALL LISTINGS SUBJEOT TO OHANGE WITHOUT NOTIOE 
competition will make it 
especially difficult for the 
Nordiques to defend the 5p m to  midnight 
Avco Wor ld  Trophy Friday, Se ember 23 . • i i championship they won last pt . .  
May against Winnipeg Jets. ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ 
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By GLENN COLE 
MONTREAL (CP) - -  
Rookie left-hander Dan 
Schatzeder Hmited St. Louis 
to six hits and drove in the 
winning run with a two-out 
single in the seventh inning 
as Montreal Expos blanked 
the Cardinals 2-0 in National 
League baseball play 
Thursday night. 
Schatseder, 2-0, struck out 
four and walked two for his 
second victory in his second 
start in the majors since 
being recalled from Denver 
Bears of the class AAA 
American Association. 
His game-wiuning blow, 
off loser John Denny, 7-8, 
scored Gary Carter from 
second base after the 
Montreal catcher delivered 
a lead-off single and ad- 
vanced to second on Warren 
Cromartie's bunt. 
Schatzeder drilled a 3-9 
~itch into right field for his 
rst game-winning RBI. 
The complete game by 
Schatzeder was the first by 
an Expo left-hander since 
Dan Warthen defested St. 
Louis 14-4 May ~th this 
year. 
The Expos added their 
second run in the eighth 
when Chris Speier led-off 
with a double to left and was 
replacedon thebasepathsby 
Pepi Frias. Frias scored 
when Tony Perez tripled off 
the left.centre field wall for 
his 90th RBI of the season, 
marking the Uth straight 
year the veteran first 
baseman had 90 or more 
runs batted in. 
Perez, lifted for pinch 
runner Sam Mejias, 
received a standing ovation 
from the 6,233 fans as he 
trotted off the field, 
The Expos had the first 
chance to break the ~ame 
open when they loaded the 
bases in the first inning on 
Speier's ingle and walks to 
Andre Dawson and Del 
Unser. But Carter, whose 
clutch hitting has been poor 
most of the year, struck out 
on three straight pitches to 
end the inning, 
The Cardinals had two on 
and two out in the second 
:i il wins for Expos , 
only to have Mike Tyson 
strike out before the Expos 
mounted another threat in 
the fourth when Unser 
doubled to right and Carter 
was hit by a pitch, 
Denny got Cromartie to 
fly out a, ndLarry Parrish to 
hit into a force play to get 
out of trouble. 
In the fifth, a lead-off 
single by Roger Freed and 
Tyson's one-out double put 
Schatzeder in a jam but 
Denny and LOu Brock 
grounded out and the game 
remained scoreless. 
Orioles blast Jays 
with stingy pitching 
BALTIMORE (AP) - -  Lee 
May hit a three-run homer 
an~[ Mike Flanagan pitched 
a six]hitter as Baltimore 
Orioles defeated Toronto 
Blue Jays 7-1 Thursday 
hight to move to within 1½ 
ames of, first-place New 
ork in the American 
League East baseball race. 
The Orioleshave won 15 of 
their last 19 games and have 
nine games to play. New 
York, idle Thursday, has 10 
games remain, ing and has a 
two-game ~ge in the loss 
eolun~. 
May connected for his 26th 
homer in the sixth inning 
after Toronto catcher Alan 
Ashby dropped a foul pop to 
open .the way for four 
unearned runs. Both May 
and Ken Singleton, who had 
a run-scoring single prior to 
the homer, have 95 RBI. 
Baltimore Scored a fourth- 
~hu~ng run on a two-out 
bloop single by Dave Skaggs 
and added two more in the 
fifth off Dave Lemanczyk, 
12-15, on a two-out, two-run 
double by Andres Mora. 
Flunagan, 13-10, won his 
fourth consecutive decision 
andhis 11th in his last 13. He 
struck out eight and didn't 
allow a runner .~st first 
until Otto Velez h~t his 15th 
homer in the seventh. 
Former Dodger's scout 
now the man in charge 
SAN DIEGO (AP) - -  San 
Diego Padres named Bob 
Fontalne, along-time player 
scout and former Brooklyn 
Dodgers farm pitcher, .as 
general manager "in tim 
charge" of the National 
League baseball club 
Thursday. 
Thejobhas been,v0eant i  
, ,name~ since* Petcr Bavasi 
qeR"in"inid:197~"~' ~cdme 
general manager of the 
fledling Toronto Blue Jays 
in the American League. 
Bavasi's father, Buzzie, quit 
as president of the club on 
Tuesday, and that job was 
left unfilled. 
Ray Kroc, owner of the 
club, indicated he would 
undertake the duties of 
president. 
"Fontaine will be given 
full authority," said Kree, 
who sprung the an- 
nouncement unexpectedly 
at a downtown Rotary Club 
almost a full day before a 
scheduled news conference. 
But, Krec added: "I will 
confirm, his deals." 
• Fontaine, 53, said he was. 
"sorry to be replacing .a 
great personal friend in 
Buzzie Bavasi, but I'm 
thrilled by the honor that 
has been bestwowed on me 
by M[r. Krec." 
Fontaine, with the 
Padres' front office since 
1969 and most recently vice- 
president for player per- 
sonnel, also remains a club 
Milestone , 
reached by 3 
DETROIT (AP) -- Three players reached_career 
~il~,utn. ,~e ' h~Fore  Thursday's American League 
~b'a l l "  g~an1"e'betwesn Bosto'n Red Sox and Detroit 
Tigers was over. 
Detroit centre fielder Ron Leflore had two singles in 
his first three at-hats, giving him 200 hits for the 
season. 
Loflore is the first Detroit player to reach that 
milestone since Al Kaline in 1955. 
vice-president. 
HIRED AMALFITANO 
In another announcement, 
the Padres said third-base 
coach Joey Amaifitano has 
been hired b~. Chicago Cubs 
and "he will be working 
closely with Bob Kennedy, 
vice.president of baseball 
operations." ' . 
,. Amalfitano joined the 
Padres last year from San 
Francisco Giants. He was a 
close friend of John Mc- 
Namara, the San Diego 
manager who was fired last 
May and replaced by Alvin 
• Dark. 
Ama]fitane, a one-time 
bonus baby infielder out of 
Long Beach, was a coach 
with the Cubs from 1967-71. 
Fontaine played for the 
Brooklyn Dodgers in 1941-42 
at Olean in the New York- 
Penn League. He spent he 
next three years in the air 
force and then pitched for 
the International League's 
Montreal Royals from 1946 
through 1948. 
A shoulder operation 
between the 1947-48 seasons 
failed to heal his problem 
and in 1949 he joined the 
Dodgers as a scout: 
Fontaine wori~eci as a 
Scout for Pittsburgh Pirates 
from 1951-61 and from 1961- 
68 was western scouting 
supervisor for the Pirates. 
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Detroit first baseman Jason Thompson hit his 3Oth I /[ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
home run in the fifth innlng, marking the first ".ti~n. ea  ~ :oo The ~ 
member of the Tigers bashit that many since ~orm I M :15 Went 
Cash in 1971. Thompson also became the fwst D.e.n`o~ B ee~9~tb%~mod I [ 11 :30  "Kilt me 
.' since Rec Colavito in 196:1 to compile ~o _ . . .. , v :~s ~f vo .  c.r,  vlayer ky . .-- Get  out  on the street. I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
nd more than 100 RBIs m me same season - .  - ' ,4 ~'~ : oo "T Con l' homers a ' . . . . . .  " taue a walk. I 
For Boston, veteran Carl Yasr~emsm nao a pan- oz ~ I I I : ~s / Co.t' 
doubles to raise his career total of two-baggers to 516. . .::~ I U :~ | Con~' 
Joe Cronln on the alltime major league ' q~|  £ I .  : / C~r,~' He surpassect_ . . ~ . . . . . . . .  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,. - 
list m that department. ~,~",~,'~,~.".'., 4 41 :oo "[ New.~ :. ~' 
' J ............. NOW OPEN ! ,, , ..... 
 For all your glass I 
0 reqmrements' I 
i Instant windshield I 
m eemx | ~~. i :~  '~ t replaoement, t 
iMOTZ PLAZA 0 
v _ _ . . . ,  • JOE  OHAY • 
|  Ulu KaIum . MAHAOH | ~~'" 
v Phone: 638-11iB6 'r, " 
. I~77, P/*GE 7 
:':2~"k')~ "x i~. 
. . . . . .  
~,, 
i' i .......... f 
| i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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CINCINNATI 
Unheralded Bill Calfee shot 
Rookie shadows hot shot Ferrari won't RBIs win it for Braves 
HOUSTON (AP) - -  Brian | " - 
Asselstine drove in three I "~ ' ] [ [Tn4 . - , . L -  , , , - - I , - - - - | - ,  
to share first round lead get Scheckter Braves to an 8-4 victory over I fl|~II~lPN111MIdg, [?n~l:itthoaledOa~bleA~l~dnt  |* WUtC] [ t  ~ c n u o i ~  
(AP) - -  money list last year as a He sank a 35.footer for a HoustonAstros!na. N ti0nal I ~aJ t~ J[,,-C~r:~LV~'u"'" d 
~ s best professional round tie torrldputting Tom Kite 
.kvith a fourunder par 66 
,~I:hursday to share the first- 
~bund lead in the $150,-000 
Dhio Kings Island Open golf 
tournament. 
rookie, overcame a s_haky 
start o post 33s on the front 
and backnines. Among the 
last group to finish, Calfoe 
slipped past defending 
champion Ben Crenshaw, 
who trails the leaders by a 
stroke. 
Kite, 27, opened with a 
birdie spree that put him 
four-under after six holes. 
The 27-year-old Calfee, 
who ranked 202nd on the 
Skipper sets 
easy Jug record 
DELAWARE, Ohio (AP) 
-- Favorite Governor 
Skipper, despite a sore 
mouth, set a record Thur- 
sday in racing to an easy 
victory in the first heat of 
the Little Brown Jug. 
Toront o-native Job 
Chapman drove the Meadow 
Skipper colt home in 1:56 1-5 
to win by 41/2 lengths over 
chief rival, Crash. His time 
for the mile broke the 
previous Jug mark of 1:56 3- 
5, set by Strike Out in 1972. 
Governor Skipper's effort 
was the fastest time for a 
threeyear-old pacer on a 
half-mile track. 
The horse showed no 
effects from removal of a 
two-inch splinter from his 
gum earlier in the day. 
~Chapman urged Governor 
Skipper into the lead at the 
s~art and the brown colt 
Kathy McLeod: 
pulled away to an easy 
victory in the final strides at 
the Delaware County 
Fairgrounds track. 
EDGED JAMBOOGER 
Crash, with Billy 
Haughton driving, edged 40- 
to-1 |ongshot New Deal for 
second place. Jambonger, 
who formed the field bet_tln, g 
with New Deal and Ban" s 
Robert D., finished fourth. 
Jade Prince finished 
ninth. The horse is handled 
by L~'ainerdriver Jack Kopas 
of Ilderton, Ont., for owner 
Ted Armstrong of Toronto 
and won the first leg of the 
U.S.pacing's Triple Crown, 
the Cane Pace at Yonkers 
Raceway. -kl er owned Governor ~ "pp , 
by Chicago Black Hawks' 
owner Bill Wirtz, had 
finished seventh in the Cane 
Pace. 
League bowling 
Well the bowling season is lu 
once again under way and Ti 
we shall endeavour to keep ix 
one and all informed as to to 
league play and coming a 
events at the Terrace Lanes. 4~ 
Monday men's have three tc 
teams working for top spot. si 
The Stikers, Bowling Centre 
and Leftovers all have 5 f~ 
points. Team high_ three tt 
went to Fabers roUea a B 
single total while Bowling d 
Centre rolled a single total f( 
of 1131 for team high. Men's 
high three went to Gary a 
Alger with a 807 total while . 
the high sinlgle was Ran | 
Titcom's who bowled a 308. R 
Tuesday Coffee League [[[[ 
has a 3-way tie for first [I 
place between the Silly [I 
Larks, Goofers and Five [[ 
Rollers- all have 7 points, k 
High Average for the league | 
is Lois Crowder with a 275. R 
Goofers walked off with both | 
team high trple and high [7 
single by bowling a 2698 [[ 
triple and a 944 single. Lois [I 
Crowder lived up to her 275 [~ 
average by taking high | 
triple with a 826 and high | 
single of 309. Nigh going. | 
Tuesday night mixed r 
league had Yvonne Weiebe |
rolling a,269 for ladies high [ 
single, v hile Judt Axe took L 
high triple with a 674. Men's [ 
high single and triple went | 
to Ernie Hidber with a 393 ! 
and 859, Ernie joins the 800 f 
club. Tean high three went | 
to G. Haugland Trucking [ 
with a 3187 while the Old [ 
Timers had a 1149 for team l
single. League standings / 
have G.Haugland Trucking l
and No Names tied for first / 
with 12 points while the old l 
timers and Lucky Seven are [ 
sporting 10 points and l  
working on second. / 
Wednesday Matinee has| 
the Coffe Whippers on top[ 
with 7 points followed by 1 
Coff Sluppers with 5 points. | 
Coffee Whipperstook team l 
high three with a 2875 while 
Coffe Slurpers took high 
single with a 1007. Looks 
like the battle is on once 
again. 
Marg Mumford took high 
three with a 685 while Helen 
Norlander had a 246 single, 
Wed, Nite ladies see the 
Silhouettes, and Jades tied 
for first with 14 points 
following are Good Dports 
with 12 points, Good Sports 
took team high single and 
triple with scores of 2825 and 
972, Pat Prest took both 
high single of 284 and triple 
of 759. 
Friday mixed had the 
Hopefuls taking team highs 
with a 3068 triple and 1067 
single. Del Bjorenson took 
men's honors by rollins a 
776 triple and 289 single. 
Gilberte Rioux took ladies 
honors with a 683 triple and 
287 single. As it fails leads 
the league with 14 poijts 
followed by King Pins with 
12 and the Tree Fallers 
have 10. 
Have some results for the 
Golden Ace League which is 
also into full swing. The 
Gooney Birds and Team-4 
birdie on the second hole, LONDON CP-South Africa Jody Scheckter said today 
he will continue to drive the Wolf-Ford in next year's 
Formula 1 Grand Prix auto races for montreal in- 
dustrialist Walter Wolf, therby spiking rumores he was 
jeaded for Ferrari. 
"Rumors have suggested that I might join Ferrari," 
Scheckter said in a statement issued through is agent. 
"I did have an offer to do so, but I have decided to stay 
with Walter Wolf. We have had an amazingly successful 
season and some excellent results. 
"I am havvy with the team and confident that we can 
continue to','thieve good results in 1978." 
Rumores of his move to F errari were sparked by the 
recent announcement that the Italian company's prin- 
cipal driver, Austrian Niki Landa, had quit to join 
another team. Scheckter and Marie Andretti of the 
Unites States were mentioned as replacements. 
Andretti, however, confirmed this week that he was 
completing his contract to drive for Lotus through the 
1978 season. 
Scheckter issecond championships this year after 10 to 
17 races but the Austrian ace, who won the driving title in 
1975 and lost to Briton James Hunt by a single point last 
year after surviving a near-fatal crash, needs just one 
point from the remiaing three races to ensure another 
title. 
Sex suffer from 
Tiger attack 
DETROIT (AP) - -  Rookie Ron LeFlore, his third hit of 
the game. 
Rusty Staub walked with 
two outs, then Kemp 
doubled over centre fielder 
Fred Lynn's head, scoring 
LeFlore and Staub. 
Jason Thompson, who led 
off the fourth with his 30th 
homer, was walked in- 
tentionally before Ben 
Oglivie doubled home 
Kemp. 
Carlton Fisk's 25th home 
run of the season scored 
Boston's first run in the 
second. The Red Sos scored 
twice in the fourth off 
Fernando Arroyo, 8-17, and 
Lynn led off the ninth with 
his 17th homer. 
Willoughby suffered his 
first loss of the decision in 
seven decisions. 
Steve Kemp's two-run 
double keyed a four-run 
seventh inning Thursday 
night as Detroit Tigers 
rallied for a 5-4 American 
League baseball victory 
over Boston Red Sos. 
The loss dropped third- 
place Boston three games 
behind idle New York 
Yankees in the tight East 
race. 
The Tigers sent 10 batters 
to the plate in the seventh 
against starter Don Aase 
and relievers Jim Willough- 
by and Bob Stanley, 
collecting four hits and 
three walks. 
Pinch-hitter Tim Cor- 
coran singled with one out 
and scored on a triple by 
sank birdie putts of 12, 25 
and 23 on the fourth through 
sixth holes and dropped a20- 
footer on the 11th. 
"My putter decided to 
take "me'for a ride and I 
jumped on it," said Kite, 
who had bogeys on the 17th 
and 18th holes. Calfee, who 
never led a professional 
tournament before Th~l ~- 
day, played bogey-frse go . 
There was an eight-man 
jam two strokes behind the 
leaders at 68. They were Bob 
Zander, Craig Stadier, Mike 
Hill, Allen Miller, Don 
Pooley, Jack Stradiin, Mike 
Sullivan and Tony Cerda. 
Jack Nicldaus, needing a
victory in his last tour ap- 
pearance to overtake 
leading money-winner Tom 
Watson, shot a 73, seven 
strokes off the pace. 
Calfec, who has won $9,495 
on the tour this year, said 
the long playing course was 
suited to his game. 
"I'm not thinking about 
winning the tournament, 
I'm just trying to make the 
cut, ~' said the Virginia 
Beach, Va., native who was 
once honored as the top 
scholar-athlete at the Uni 
versity of Maryland. 
Kite, winless on the 1977 
tour, reeled off his sizzling 
round while playing in the 
same trio with Nickians. 
"It's fun to play with 
people who generally play 
well--Jack pushes you and 
makes you play better," 
said Kite, whose previous 
top efforts this year were 
third-place finishes in the 
Masters and the Canadian 
Open. 
Fourteen players were 
three strokes behind at 69 
and 11 others were tied for 
fifth with 70s. 
crenshaw, who has shown 
signs he is breaking the grip 
of a prolonged slump, toured 
the course in 33-34, with his 
only bogey of the day 
coming at No. 18 when he 
took a six after hitting into a 
pond. 
Miller Barber, who won 
the tournament i  1975, was 
six strokes back at 72 with 22 
others. 
Edible North American oysters have never been known :to ~: 
yield any'pearls of value. 
have 5 points each while 
eam-3 and Vikings have 2 
points each. Betty Demmitt 
ok ladies high single with 
169 and high triple with a 
94 total. Ernie Sande was 
op for the men with a 213 
ngle and a 578 triple. 
See you next week with 
urther esults of the Battle 
hat gon on at th Terrace 
owling Lanes. There is a 
efinite shortage of s~ares 
or all the leagues. So if you 
want o spare phone 635-5911 
nd sign up. 
_.. 
AU*CTIO N 
SALE 
SEPT. 24 1977 
at FOREST SERVIOE HANGER 
at 
1 PeN . , SMITHERS AIRPORT 
SUlTHEeS, e,e, 
.. Oescripflons given act only as a guide and in no way express warranty or guarantee. 
Please Inspect items before bidding. All Salesiinal and all items sold as Is where is. 
..Vlewingbythopubilcenthe22and23Sepfomhorbetweenea'm'and 3p'm" Thoarea will 
be open I/2 hour before sale on Saturday, Sepfemhor 24,1977. 
x 12 DODGE,,, wd pickup 1/,too WlO0 
x 72 FORD " 2wd pickup '/arch FIO0 
x 72 FORD ~:~ pickup ~, ton F.0 
x 72 INT'L ~d '  pickup '/,ton 1110 
x 72 CHEV 4 wd Blazer KE 10514 
X 72 IHT'L 2 wd pickup 1/,to. !110 
X 72 DODGE 4 .d plck.p ,/,to~ WIO0 
PUBLIO WORKS 
VEHIOLES 
x 50 INT'L GVW 24-250 
X 60 CHEV pickup GVW 6000 
x 69 FORD 2 .d pickup ,~to. FlOO 
x 69 FORD 2 wd pickup %ton F250 
x TO OHEV 2 wd pickup 1/=tO0 CE 10954 
x 70 FORD 2 wd pickup 1/,ton FIO0 
X 70 FORD 2 .d pickup 1/,fan FIO0 
X 70 FOnD econo,ne E.O 
x 70 FORD econo,. E2oo 
x 71 FORD 4 .d pickup 1/,ton FIO0 
x 71 FORD 4 wd pickup 1/:ton FIO0 
X 72 FORD 4.d pickup ,/,tun FIO0 
X "/2 DODGE 4 wd pickup 1/,ton WIO0 
League baseball game _ 
Thursday night. L . ~ i l  i Eddie Solomon, 6-6, ~ . .d l J l i~rg  
huffed the first 6 1-3 innings 
for the Braves to pick up the 
victory. Dave Campbell 
finished up to record his 11th 
save of the season. 
Run-scoring doubles by 
Biff Pocoroba and 
Asselstine and Willie 
Montanez's run-scoring 
single produced three 
fourth-inning runs for 
Atlanta. The Braves added 
three runs in the sixth off 
losing pitcher J.R. Richard, 
16-12, on a two-run single by 
&sselstine and Barry 
Bonnell's sacrifice fly. 
Pat Rockett's two-run 
;ingle in the eighth off 
-eUever Joe Sambito ac- 
Counted for the Braves' final 
~-wo runs. 
O L D ~ •  . 
DO WE Hg ''c 
TO HHUE 
g SHLE... 
VEHICLES MUST BE / ~ PERMITS TO MOVE | 
I REMOVED 7 DAYS / ~ VEHICLES ONHWY. I i / SALES CONDUCTED BY ~WILL  BE AVAILABLE I 
I AFTER SALE / \ AT SALE. I 
. ,o, z gu,,', L k0 Mike's Auction Phone 694-349! 
There's no otl)er way! These cars I~ave got to gQ. Take advan. 
tage of our overstocked situation and write your own deal. No 
price too low to be considered, this is no ordinary salel 
. CAMPER SALE 
t ;eTa6  |i $ 5 4 0 5 '  
1975 GRAN TORINO $3396 / 
1976 FORD LTD 
. " Air 
Conditioned 1975COUGAR XRTs,_ $§895 
Pickup 
1976 FORD F260 °'m"r Special V8 Auto Trans 
1976 COMET 6cyl.,Stand'ard 
1976 FORD F160 
1977 CHEV 4. Pickup V8 Auto Trans 
1974 OAMERO 
$4795 
s3oos I 
$62961 
$6sss 
$4396 
Terrace Totem Ford 
Sales Ltd. 
635-4984 D00727A 
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AIM leader Alex Akiwenzie 
'You have Indians killing themselves because they can't cope anymore' 
By JIM "POLING 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Alex 
Akiwenzie, an Indian 
Roman Catholic altar b~, 
until he. was 19 years 
says he can be a nice guy or 
a bad guy. 
The attitude he adopts de- 
penns on whether white 
people "will wake up" and 
start caring about the 
concerns of Indian people. 
"I can be very opposite," 
Akiwenzie, 28-year-old 
Canadian director of the 
American Indian Movement 
(AIM), said in an interview 
this week, "I can change 
from a nice guy to a bad guy 
because there's the hate in 
the. heart." 
Indian ambassador wants 
Queen to return their land 
GENEVA RUETER-Ti~e River in the north. 
great grandson of a North In return, Queen Victoria 
American Chief who signed promised to ensure the 
a treaty with represen- welfare of the Indians "as 
tatives of Queen Victoria 155 long as the sun shall shine, 
years ago giving England and the river flows, and the 
50,000 square miles of land grass shall grow." 
in Canada appealed to t r ibes .  
Queen Elizabeth on Thar- Under its terms the tribes 
sday to honor the treaty or gave up their lands in south- 
give the land back. west Canada, from the 
Mack Chiniquay of the Rocky Mountain to the 
Stone~, tribe told reporters Cypress Hills and from the 
covering an international U.S. border to the Red Deer 
conference on the plight of signed atBlckfoot Crossing 
North American Indians on the Bow River, about 70, 
that the Crown had miles east of Calgary, by 
neverrespected the treaty cheif Chiniquay for the 
signed Sept. 22, 1877, at Stoneys and by the cheifs of 
Blackfoot CROSSING, the SArcee, balckfoot, 
Albertam by his great- Peigan and the Bloods 
grandfather ,  Chief  
Chiniquay. 
Wearing a large silver 
medallion given tohis great- 
grandfather by Queen 
Victoria's reprensentative, 
Governor -Laird, 
CHINIQUAY CALLED ON 
THE Queen and the 
Akiwenzie, who describes 
AIM as the Indian people s
army, says that if there are 
not changes to better the lot 
of the native people, the 1974 
IndianRCMP riot on 
Parliament Hill will be 
considered nothing com- 
pared with future actions. 
Several persons were 
injured and at least five 
Indians were charged with 
assaulting police in late 
August, 1974, when 200 In-. 
dian demonstrators and an 
RCMP riot squad fought on 
the Hill. 
Akiwenzie, an Ojibway 
from Cape Croker, Ont.,. 
said AIM. people have a 
reputation for being mean, 
but they simply do not go 
looking for fights. 
NEGOTIATIONS 
NECESSARY 
Canadian government to Canadian AIM members 
live up to the terms of the still believe in negotiations 
treaty of give the land back to avoid "fighting other 
to the Indians. people, taking over 
buildings and picking up 
The medallion, bearing gtmBut~he adds, white people 
the insignia Victoria 
Regina, shows an Indian just don't seem. to care 
cheif shaking hands with a about Indian premems. 
white man. "You have Indian people 
The Sept. 22 irea.ty was 
Mayor urges Ottawa to 
fund municpal transport 
The UBCM convention 
By ROGER SMITH sazd. convinced by Municipal 
• VERNON, B.C. (CP) -- Volrich, speaking in his Affairs Minister Hugh 
Local government capacity as president of_the Curtis' explanation Wed. 
representatives ran the Federation of Canadian nesday of the necessity of 
gamut Thursday from dog Municipalities, called on the legislation giving him Power 
tattooing to national unity as Canadian Transpor t  to override local land-use 
"second-day business at [he Commission to make special decision, the 
Union of British Columbia concessions for air travel By a large majority, 
Municipalit ies' annua] within Canada. Such a step convention voted to 
eonvenhon centre on would facilitate regional recommend that the 
recommendations to be exchange, he said. provincial  governmex 
delete the clause, section 28, made to the provincial gov- 
ernment. 
Delegates, representing 
166 of the prownce's 168 
local g vernments;-dealt 
with 85 ~o~ the i09re'soltifi~hs ' 
before them, leaving only 24 
to be considered before the 
three-day convention ends 
" ted O ah0y about 250 delegates 
were left in the Vernon 
Recreation Complex when 
Thursday's session ad- 
journed. 
In the opening speech, 
Vancouver Mayor Jack 
Volrich urged the federal 
government o keep its 
commitment to help fund 
municipal public trans~rt. 
"We simply request hat 
the federal government 
adjust its priorities and stop 
wasting hundreds of 
millions of dollars on 
superficial programs such 
as LIP (Local Initiatives 
p,~;o,~t~ ond th~ l i ke . "  h~ 
CHANGES NEEDED 
Volrieh said changes were 
•needed in Canada's 
"creaky, outdated con- 
stitutian'.to deal with both 
'the needs of Quebec and 
with problems specific to 
other regions. 
"What is important is that 
we turn this crisis into a 
positive reassessment of our 
country and our living 
arrangement under a new 
constitution," he said. 
The convention passed 
both resolutions dealin8 
with national unity, then 
turned its attention to 
resolutions ranging from 
freedom of information to 
library board matters.. 
All resolutions carried by 
he convention ,will be 
forwarded to the provincial 
government for con- 
sideration. 
One of the resolutions 
~ assed indicated that elegates were not entirely 
of the Municipal Amend- 
ment Act. 
The convention also 
elected - two more senior 
executives to join Williams 
Lake Mayor Jim Fraser and 
Trail Mayor Charles Lake, 
who were acclaimed 
Wednesday as UBCM 
president and honorary 
treasurer. 
Volrieh was re-elected as 
f i r s  t v iee -pres iden  
defeat ing  Vancouve  
alderman Harry Rankin, 
while Abhotsford Mayor 
Geo~'ge Ferguson was 
elected second vice- 
president. He defeated Co- 
quitiam Mayor Jim Term 
and Victoria alderman Bill 
Tindall. 
Big Bite 
Americans eat more than 
a half billion pounds of 
peanut butter ayear. 
killing themselves because 
they cannot cope anymore. 
"But white people are 
going to start caring ff they 
don't wake up soon . " . .  
Some of that applied also 
to Indians. Akiwenzie says 
there are native leaders 
working for themselves 
instead of their people and 
AIM "is prepared to deal 
with" these in "any way 
that is necessary." 
"This means physically 
and politically," Akiwenzie 
says in a news release •an- 
nouncing a campaign 
against he Alberta Indian 
Association and "a few 
corrupt chiefs." 
AIM was founded nine 
years ago in the United 
States, seven years ago in 
Canada, and has been in- 
volved in several violent 
Go v't will , ,  
confrontations with U.S. and 
Canadian authorities ince, 
Akiwenzie says that AIM 
is based on individuals to 
ensure that if authorities set 
"'out to destroy ore leader, 
they would not destroy the 
entire movement. 
This meant that working 
for AIM was a "lonely and 
sad life," travelling alone~ 
working without pay and 
_paying expenses w~th small 
donations offered by in- 
dividuals. 
"It's a hard life in the 
movement," AkiwenTie 
says. "But I feel that if you 
are doing good then things 
will automatically come 
your way." 
now,-pay 
full taxes 
VERNON, B.C. , (CP)- 
Municipal Affairs Minister 
• Hugh Curtis released 
figures Thursday to show 
how local governments will 
benefit from the provincial 
government's decision to 
[my full property taxes on its 
unproved . . . . . . . . .  
m 
m 
EngineeTed 
- /  
, t  
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l' The Tree Farmer C8B skidder sets the ' 
~. pace for engineered power. You can 
i depend on it for big load, low cost 
productivity where the going is rough 
I and you need power response with 
extra muscle. The C8B features 185 
hp, 3 speed power shift transmission 
with a 40,000 pound line pull winch. 
Add front axle oscil lation...high 
undercarriage clearance.., excellent 
,, visibility and you have what it takes 
/ . / .  " '  . . . . .  fo r  rugged terrain. 
3713 
"~,~ We're listening to loggers ' 
Call Ken Hoskins. 
VULCAN MACHINERY & EQUIPMENT I.,1"O. 
P.O. Box 2280, Cowart Road 
PRINCE GEORGE, B.C. 
Ph: (604) 564-0101 
Branches In: ONTARIO, MANITOBA, SASKATCHEWAN, ALBERTA, and BRITISH COLUMBIA 
/ 
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CLIFF BARROWS and the crusade choir • 
GEO. BEVERLY SHEA, Gospel singer • TEDD 
SMITH, pianist • JOHN INNES, organist • Tonight's 
special guests: JIM CARLEN, head football 
coach and athletic director, So. Carolina. 
KIM WICKES * NORMA ZlMMER. 
Subject: "BIBLICAL FOOLS". 
: mNotre  Dame 
7:00 pDm, OFTK:TV OH, 6 
READ BILLY GRAHAM'3 BOOK "HOW TO DE BORN AGAIN"-AVAILABLE AT BOOK AND DEPT, STORES 
Stay at home and go places 
around British Columbia this 
weekend. 
B.C. Ters long distance 
weekend rates let you dial 
direct (112) to most places in 
the province between 5p.m. 
Friday and 5 p.m. Sunday for 
just 35¢ or less per minute* 
(minimum charge 23¢ per call). 
So pick up your phone this 
weekend. And drop in j l~k  
on some old friends. 
B.C. TEL 
• *Rate does not apply on calls from the OK Tel area, coin tel, motel, hotel and to some Northern points not served by B,C. Tel, 
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rF LOOKING OR A JOB 
LOOKING 
FOR HELP  
The Herald, 3212 Kalum Street 
P.O. Box 399 Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 635-6357. Terrace 
Sebscrlptlen rates: Single Copy 
;20 cents. Monthly by carrier 
Three Dollars ($3.00). 
Yearly by mall in Canada 
$40.00. Senior Citizens $20.00 
per year. 
Yearly by mall outside Canada 
$51.00. 
Authorized as second class mall 
by the Post Offtce Department, 
Ottawa and for payment of 
postage In cash. 
Classifieds due 24 hours prier to 
desired day of publication. $2.00 
for first 20 words, 10 cents each 
word thereafter. No refunds on 
classified ads. 
1. Coming Events 
~o-'yal Order of Moose Lodge No. 
1820, Terrace, B.C. Meeting 
held every 2nd and 4th Thur- 
sday every month at 8 p.m. 
Phone 635-6641. (cff) 
INCHES AWAY CLUB '• 
/Wet every Tuesday night at 8 
in the Skeena Health Unit. For 
more information phone 635. 
2847 or 635.3023. 
Kermode Four Wheelers 
Meetings 1st Wednesday of each 
month at $ p.m. In the meeting 
room at the Sandman Inn. For 
further Information phone 635. 
3442. 
Meeting - Terrace B.P.O.E. 
(Elks Lodge). First and Third 
Thursday of month. O.O.R.P. 
(Ladles of the Royal Purple) - 
Second and Fourth Monday of 
Month. 
Weight WatChers meeting held 
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Knox Unlted Church Hall, 4907 
Lazelle Avenue. 
First Annual General Meeting 
of the Terrace Association for 
the summer school of Ar~, wlll 
be held et 8:00 p.m. Tues. sept. 
27, 1977 In the lobby of the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre (p-to-271 
The Catholic Womens League 
will hold their Annual Fall Tea 
~nned Bazzear on Sat. Oct. 29th at 
Verltas Auditorium. (dtfl 
CanadlarP Calorie Counters 
meet every Tuesday at Thorhlll 
Elementary School 7:00 p.m. 
New members welcome from 
Terrace and Thorhlll.. Further 
Information call 635-5486. or 635. 
7425. 
A Remlnder; 
Terrace Child Development 
Centre Grand Opening 
September 2~, 1977 2:00 PM 
Please Attend 
For further Into call the centre 
at 635.9388 
St.Matthews. A.C.W. rummage 
sale Saturday, September 24, 10 
a.m. to 1p.m. at St. Mafthows 
Church, 4726 Lazelle Avenue. 
Mills Memorial Hospital Thrift 
Shop Is having a bag sale on 
Saturday Sept 241h. Come and 
fill a brown grocery beg for 
$1.00. Store hours wlll be 10 
a.m..4:3~ p.m. and the store Is 
located on Lazelle Ave, Just past 
Spas. Dee Prlnters.(P-15-16) 
"The Terrace Branch of the 
P lanned Parenthood 
Association has resumed It's 
second year of work In the 
community. We are hopeful 
that there will be many new 
people who share an Interest In 
the w ek of the Assocletlon by 
attending the films, lectures 
and discussion groups planned 
the near future. 
For Further Information on 
the future programs you can 
attend • meeting of the Terrace 
Branch of the Planned 
'Parenthood Association on 
Wednesday September 28 at 8 
p.m. in the basement of the 
Public Library. (p.28) 
I 
The Terrace Bluebeck Swim 
Club will be holding registration 
Wed. Sept. 21 from 7-9 p.m. and 
Sat. Sept 24 from 10.12 noon at 
the board room of the Terrace 
Pool. For further Information. 
Phone Gloria Clarkson at 638- 
7411. (p.12.16). 
A special general meeting of 
the Skeena Valley Golf and 
Country Club membership Is 
called for Tuesday October 4th., 
at 8:00 p.m. in the Clubhouse. 
This concerns your Funding 
Committee reports, recom- 
mendations, discussion of 
General Meeting for election of 
new Officers and Interim 
Operation ot the Club. It Is 
vitally Important you aHend. (p. 
Oct.4) 
The Tamlt lk Women's 
Association w i l l  hold their  
annual general meeting on 
Thursday, September 29, at 8 
p.m. In the Kltlmat Women's 
Centre In the Nechako Centre. 
1. Coming Events 
Don't forget Commercial 
Hockey League Ice times for 
registration in this years draft. 
Thursday, September 22 at 10o 
p.m.  
Monday, September 26 at 8:15~ 
p.m. 
All players must register at one 
of these times to have their 
name In the player draft. 
Garage Sale at 4214 Thomas 
Str. North. Sot. 241h of Sop. 
tember and •Sunday. 2Sth of 
September. 9:00 a.m.-4:00p.m. 
(P.15.16) 
Dance 
By the Terrace Minus One Club. 
Sat. Oct. Ist 9 P.M. In the 
Sandmen Inn. All single , 
divorced, separated or widowed 
persons 25 years and older are 
welcome. 
• For Further Information 
Phone 635-2094 or 635-9649.) C-16- 
21) 
Garage Sale. 4517 Haugland 
Sat. 10 A.M. 24 Sept.(P-16) 
A Tea and Bazaar will be held In 
Knox United Church on Sat. 
Dec. 3 from 2 to 4:30 P.M. 
Garage Sale on Saturday 
september 24, 1977, 2:00-5:00 
p.m. At 4619 Quesnsway Drive 
Miscellaneous Items, children's 
toys, aki beota, etc. (P.16) 
The Independent Order ot 
Foresters are having a Tea & 
Bazaar at the Elks Hall on 
Oct.15 from i-4 p.m. 
Homemade Items, baking and 
much more. 
There will be a meeting at 
Terrace Child Minding Centre 
Tuesday, Sept. 27,1977, 8:00 
p.m. at 4520 Olson for Interested 
parents. -For more Information 
phone 638.8211. (P-16-17) 
2. Lodge Notices 
The I.O.F. regular meotlngs.3rd 
Saturday ef each month at the 
Slumber Lodge at 8 p.m. 
12. Music ,  Art ,  Dancing 
tChlldren's Singing Classes 
Space" Is still available for 
beginners 8 to i l  years old. 
Phone Joan Spencer 635.3382. 
(p14-i$-16) 
13. Personal 
ASTROLOGY 
Register now for beginners 
& Advanced evening classes. 
For more Information or con- 
sultations Phone 635.239( 
(Evenings) 
(P-16-5) 
14. Business Personal 
Webb Refrigeration 
4823SOUC1¢: 635.2188 
e 
I Authorized 1 Service Depot 
Repairs to Refrigerators 
Freezers, Washers, Dryers, 
And Ranges 
i (~  
KILGREN EXCAVATING 
Small cat work, 420JD. Land- 
scaping, backfil l ing, stump 
removal, clearing. Truck, 
tandem axle. Hyab 17' Flat- 
deck, 20' tandem axle trailer. 
Phone 635.3112. Ask for Wayne. 
~ce.f) 
E.W. Landscaping 
Box 454, Terrace, B.C. 
Specializing In Lands, Trees, 
Shrubs, etc. Complete Tree 
Care - Insect & Erosion Control, 
Fencing & Contract Blasting 
6354993 
EUGENWOESTE 
(o20,21,22 end of Sept.) 
Golden Rule: Odd Iob~ for the 
Jobless. Phone 635.4535. 3238 
Kalum. (cff) 
QU-EENSWAY TRADING 
3215 Kalum. 638-1613 
Terrace most unique second 
hand store. 
You Need It- 
We've Got It. 
Book & Tape Swap 
Guns - Antiques 
Purnltura. Appliances 
T.V.s • Stereo's. Lots More 
"For the Best Deal 
In Town" 
(otf.f) 
Right of way falling and green 
grade contract wanted for 
owner operator, newly rebuilt 
grade shovel. Phone 635.3724. 
(P.14.15.16) 
14. Business Personal 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Refrlgeratlve Contracting and 
household repairs. Phone 
5176 or 651-1231. (ctf) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD 
Class A Electrical Contracting. 
Free Eslmetes. Phone 635.5176 
or 4,11-1251. (clf) 
19. Help Wanted 
Wanted. a babysitter for two 
nights during the week, Call 635- 
4879. (P.16-17.18-) 
District of Terrace Vacancy 
POSITION 
Steno 11 
QUALIFICATIONS: 
i. Ability to type 60 wpm with 
accuracy 
2. Experlnce In filing, copy 
equlpement and dlctephons 
experience-- 
3. Shorthand an asset, but not 
essential. 
4. Ability to communicate ef- 
fectively both orolly end in 
wrlflen form, end to handle 
public with fact and courtesy 
DUTIES: 
Typing, f i l ing, soma swlt 
chboard rel ief operation o 
photocopy equipment and other 
duties as assigned. 
HOURS QF WORK 
8:30 e.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday 
through Friday 
UNION 
C:U.P.E..Locel 2012 
RATE OF PAY 
$454.30 bl.weekly 
BENEFITS: 
Competitive employee benefit 
plan 
responsible to 
E)(ecut]ve Assistant to the 
Cl~k.Admlnlstrator 
Applications must be submitted 
to the undersigned not later 
than 4:30 p.m., Tuesday 
SeMenlber 27th, 1977. 
Olanne Dorrlngfon 
Executive Assistant 
District of Terrace 
No.5.3215 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.B. 
V8G 2X6 
TAXI  DRIVERS r 
Fuif'flme, pert t lme~ Class 4 
llcence and pullce permlt 
requlred. Contact manager, 
Terrace Taxi - 635-22~. (cff) 
24. S i tuat ions Wanted 
Will babysit In my home area on 
Strsume Ave. Phone 638.1569. 
17-21 )
33. For  Sa le .  Misc.  
For Sale: Gold nuggets at loc, 
35c, 5oc s in.  order $5.00. Al l  
orders C.O.D. Complete 
satisfaction or money refunded. 
Wm. W. Larkln, Canyon view, 
Placer Mine, Rock Creek, B.C. 
(c-7.21) 
Must sell; 1 Ing, ils frldge and 1 
Kenmorestove 40" range. J.E. 
freezer 14 cu. ft. Phone 6354948 
after 6:00 638-1896. ((:-14-15-16- 
17-18) 
i 
1 pr. size 12 Bauer goalie skates 
Like new. 540.00. Phone 63,5-6820 
and ask for Kevln. (p-15-16) 
Birch firewood for sale. Phone 
638.1704 after 5:00 p.m. (P-15- 
16) 
33. F~," 3a le .  Misc.  
For Sale: Slab wood cell 635- 
2603 (eft.f) 
1 yr. old female goat for sale. 
Could be bred this fall to have 
babies and milk In the early 
spring. Phone 635.2837. (C.16) 
43. Rooms for  Rent 
Room for rent for single gen- 
tlmen In the bench area. With 
kitchen and l iving roon 
facilities. Phone 635.3971 CTF 
Rent kitchen a living room 
prlveleges. Close to Town 
Phone 635-2505. (C-16) 
47. Homes for  Rent 
For Rent; One and 2 bedroom 
furnished Duplex.3935 Mountoln 
View Ave. Phone 635.2577.(C.15. 
16-) 
For rent In Thornhlll. 2 bedroom 
duplex. Phone 635-5775 or 635. 
5874. (p.13,16,17) 
4B, Suites for  Rent 
For Rent; 
Thornhlll: Two bedroom Suite 
with frldge and stove, Hard- 
wood floors, wood panelling, 
electric heat. No Pets. Phone 
49. Homes for  Sale 
Large house for sale by owner, 
view lot, many special features. 
3905 Weotvlew Phone 635.4390 
(c.19,20,2,6,7,11,i2,16) 
House for Sale: 
3 bedroom house with wall to 
wall carpet-full basement gas 
heat close to schools and town. 
Drive by 4921 Park of phone for 
635-7382 or 635-7594 (p. ~16. 
17-19-21-1-3-5-7-9-!I) 
Four bedroom house with un. 
finished basement on 5 acres of 
land. Across from N.W.C.C. 
also work shop 60' x 40' wide end 
20" high. On 12.5 acres, V= mile 
from cify Limits. For more 
Informotion phone Houston 845. 
2925 or write to Box 510. (pOd 
14) 
For Sale: 3 bedroom modular 
• home. Fullbasement on 2acres 
534,900. Phone 635-3459 or 6/9. 
3961 (c.Sept. Oct) , ,  . 
3 bedroom large modern house. 
One block from town centre. 
Inlcudes rec. room, W.W. 
carpeting, carport and patio. 
Fully landscaped. For ap. 
polntment to view phone 635- 
7441 days 635.3210 after 6:30 
p.m. +p-11.16) 
0 
635-6668 after 8 P.M. 
STF 
|.pr.emmm. ~o~cted__. 
renan  n, Aen= I roodresm home on the `bench. 
,v,. . . . . . . . .  I |Finished basement with private 
APARTMENTS I ~entrance containing 2addltlonol 
4931 Walsh Avenue J J~drooms or..self containing 
Suite !13 j Irenvenue suite. 
S l im :ha I I-i~iC~-to senn at 549,500. 63,¢ 
Terrace,  B.C. I J39~for- a~otntmentto view. 
635-7056 J (ctf-) 
New 1, 2 and 3 bedroom sultesl 
for rent. Frldge, stove; I 56. •Business Oppor tun i ty  
drapes, carpet, rec a rea l  
sauna and -pool table, with I Mall Order Marketlngl Huge 
security enterphone and|  Prnfltg Me ~:vn=pn . . . .  
elevator Absolutely no pats, - . . . . . . . . . . .  r . . . . . . . .  .~ l to r .  Absolutely nopats~J necessary. Send self addresaed 
~'"' Mc- 
I 
KEYSTON E COU RT 
APARTMENTS 
Office No. 2 - 4603 Scott. One 
two and three bedroom apart. 
meats. Laundry & Storage 
area. Near schools and 
downtown. Clean, quiet, 
;pactoue, security lock-up and 
m trol. 
635-5224 
H ILLSIDEJ.ODGE 
44,50 Utile Avenue 
Sleeping rooms, housekeapln! 
~nlts, centrally located. Ful¢ 
~urnishud. Reasonable rates b 
day or week. Non.drinker 
only. Phone 635-6611. (ctf) 
! 01inton Nanor I 
i;Furitlsl~ed er unfurnished studfo| 
1 bedroom apartments, i 
|,%curlty enterpMne. SJuna~ i 
I ~4261 I 
J , ~-1~ , I 
Small one bedroom suite, close 
to town wanted by a young 
single girl by Oct 1. 1977. 
Private entrance preferred but 
n~t necessary. Phone Cindy at 
f~8-1350. (P.14-15-16) 
~49. Homes for  Sale 
1-070 Sothll Chair saw House for sale 
$150.000. Call 635.5992 after 6:00 2 bedroom home. To be moved 
p.m. (P.15.16) off property. Phone 635.2537. 
(C-15-16-17-18.19-) 
E-78 14 studded snow tires. Like 
new condition. Phone 635-4206. 
(I)-15-16) 
Wiener and feeder pigs for sale. 
S sows. I pure bed landrace 
boar. Phone 842-5408. (C-15-16-' 
17.18-19-) 
Wiener pigs. Phone 635.3265. 
'For Sale. C.11. 
Well constructed home.made 2. 
horse trailer. Firm $500. Phone 
635.6694 after 5:00 p .m.P .  
11,16,21,26. 
stamped long envelope. 
Clelland Enterprises Dept 
TDH.91 344 Hwy. 97 S. Quesnel, 
B.C. V2J 4C6 (c-15.20) 
(io-15,16) 
57. Automobi les  
aA Ton 1974 GMC Pick.up with 
an 8 ft-1974 Cascade 1600 
Camper. Complete with fur. 
nace, stove and ice box 
also 
Royal Manual Typewriter 
Asking $125.00. In good con. 
dlfen. Phone 635.6387. (C.15.16- 
17.) 
m 
Motel Demolition Sale at 3707 
Kalum Court 10e.m. Sat. sept. 
24, 
Roo~ng.Lumber.Wlrlng 
Doors, windows $5-$10 
60amp~Panei with 5.7 Breakers~ 
S20 
100 amg Panel 5.8 Breaker $,10 
Toilets.S15, Sinks.S10, Stoves. 
$20. 
Frldge $15, Washing 
Machine 540 Dryers $25 Tables 
$10 Chairs $2 Dressers $15425 
4000 Watt fan f~rced heater S3S 
(C.lS.16.p) 
Owner leaving soon - priced tc 
sell. A cozy 3 bedroom, 
modernly built home In ~T.hor. 
nhlll. Features a lovely ~'ural 
In living room - flrepl~(:e 
dining room with patio di~)rs 
sundeck - lots of kltchen~:up 
hoards - attraotlve bethreom 
workahop- laundry room. 
This 1800 sq. ft. home sits o~ 
two.thirds acres. Furnished el 
unfurnished. Taxes $51.00 only 
For view phone after 4:30 p.m 
635.3986. 
E, Frl.) 
57. Automobi les  
"Sleeping Beauty" Sell 73 Ford 
Van Fully customized, shag, 
velvet naugahlde, zoomles, 
radials, fresh pelnt and much 
more. S10,00 or closest offer. 
No Dreemersl 635.7026. (p.15. 
16-17) 
1974 Buick Century. 2.door 
P.S., P.B., 3,50 motor. Selling 
for $5200 2 studded winter tires 
Included. Phone 635.4629 (c.16) 
1971 Coronet Station Wagon 
$1,000 
1970 Chrysler 4clr Hardtop $90 
1969 Vauxhall Viva S,~00 
Phone 635.5640. All prices 
negotloble. (P.16.17) 
For Sale; 
1 pr. F78.14 Studded Winter 
Tires 
2 14" 5-hole wheels Ford or 
Dodge 
1 2 14" 4 hole wheels Deston or 
Mazda. 
1 near new Datsun pick.up 
benchtype seat ~With seat 
cover). Phone 635.7683. (P.16) 
1951 Ford Pick.up truck with a 
1956 T Bird Motor. Phone after- 
5:00 p.m. Make offers 638.1242. 
(P.16-20) 
1969 Chevy 4x4 short box, step 
aslda. Good condlton Phooe635. 
2770. (P-16-21) 
1976 Venture S.J. 350 VO, 4 
Barrel, Dual Exhaust 6 radlal 
tires, auto.¢onsol shift 
P.S.P.B., 5udget seats, vinyl 
roof. Low Mileage. Phone 635. 
7442 after 5:00 p.m. (C.16) 
1972 Daotun pick.up $800 
Aslo 10" radial arm saw for sale 
S200 
Phone 635.7583. (P-16) 
1968 Meteor 2 dr herd.top. Good 
condition. 1 owner 56,000 miles 
$750.00 
also 
40 gal hot water tank almost 
new. Phone 635.4722 after 6:00 
p.m. (P.16) 
58. Mobi le  Homes 
Trailer and addition on lot In 
Thornhill. Lawn, greenhouse, 
and woodshed, Will consider 
trades. Phone 635.~641 
evenings, and weekends. (p- 
1966GMC 3&passenger bus. 327 . ..15.16.19.20,21.3.4.51 
Motor has'good pesslbllltles for 1~2x64 Country Estate on extra 
a motor home. Phone 635.2837. large landscaped lot near Golf 
(C.16.17) 
1970 Ford Custom. Four dr. 
sedan, 302 cubic Inch, 
automatic. Priced to sell. 
Phone 635-6235 or 635.4328 (cff) 
1973 Vega G.T. Icludlng winter 
tires. Auto, Many extras. In 
very good condition. For further 
Information. Phone535.5191. (p- 
13-16) 
:rransfers - Plates - Sales Tax. 
See Wightman & Smith - 
AUTOPLAN agent. 4611 
Lakelse Ave. Terrace. Open 
Saturday. (df)  
1977 Mercury Monarch. 2 dr. 
Like new condition. Low 
mllnge. Phone after 5:oo p.m. 
635-2303 (c.7.16) 
1973 Blazer 4x4 4-speed, 
P.S.P.B. Electric winch, Offers. 
Phone 638-1919. 
1969 VW Bug Automatic, RediD, 
Offers Phone 638.1919. (P.14.15. 
16)__. 
1974 Blazer In excellent con. 
dlfloo. Asking 53,900 Phone 635. 
4390 (c.19,20,2,6,7,11,12,16) 
Consign your car, truck or 
trailer. Leta profesaional sell It 
for you. 
Copper Mountain 
Enterprises Ltd. 
635-4373 
D L 0060SA 
(ctf) 
1973 Chevy V= ton 6 cyL Radio, 
Canopy. Asking $2,600. Phone 
6~.~Bo. (p.15.20.4) 
1975 Ford % ton pick.up. 26,00 
miles.S5,000. Phone635.7400. (P 
Do It Now 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
x 36,, 
3.76 
THE DALLY HERALD 
3212 Kalum St. Terraoe 
58. Mobi le  Homes 
1974 12x60 Bendix mobile home. 
2 hearses partially furnished 
fully skirted with ioey shack. 
Best offer. Phone 635.5292 after 
6:00 p.m. (C.14.15.16) 
For Sale 
12x60.3 bedroom Safeway 
la0ndry Room, finished mud 
room Large Sundeck. Located 
on a fully landscaped .cheice lot 
at coppersida. Phone 635.4451. 
(C.Sept 30. 
MOBILE HOME 12x52 
2 bedroom furnished. Priced at 
$5,800.00. Phone636.1676. (P.14. 
15.16.17.19-21) 
For Sale: 1974 12'x63' Bendix 
trailer. Fully furnished. Set up 
In picturesque Braun's Island 
trailer park. Must sell.very 
reasonable price. Call 638.1091 
preferably evenings, (sff) 
MOBILE HOME 12x52 
2 bedroom furnlshed. Priced: at 
$5,8000.00. Phone 635.1676. (P- 
14.15.16.17.19.21 ) 
66. Rec. Vehicles 
One 1967(17 foot) Travet.Alre 
In good condltlen. Phone 635. 
7351" after 6 p.m. (p-9-10) 
Barbecue Origin 
Derived from the French 
words "barbe-a-gueve.  
meaning "from snout to 
tail." the popular version of 
the word "barbecue" or 
"cookout" was first known 
in Virginia •before 1700. 
68. Legal 
ESTATE SALE 
The Estate of George Little, 
offers for sale, the following 
Estate property, located In 
Terrace, B.C. 
Lots one to fh/e inclusive, end 
Blocks 4 and 11, located on 
Legion Ave., between Glacier 
Glass and the CuHIng Rink. 
Block 3, and the western portlen 
of Block 5, on the north side of 
Little Avenue. 
Blds will be accepted to October 
31st, 1977. The highest offer or 
any offer, not necessarily ac- 
cepted. Cash preferred. 
Gordon Llflle, 
executor. 
4517 Cedar Crescent, 
Terrace, B.C. VeG lX5 
(ow.th.fr. 4 weeks) 
go 
Your heart works 
harder when 
you're not in the 
game. Get fit 
and turn the 
clock back• 
Fitness is fun. 
Try some. 
Speaker of the llouse 
"Few women have any 
~owtedge o! p~rliamentary 
law." "You don't know my 
wi~e. She's been speaker o~ 
the house ]or 25 years." 
WANTED 
Ambitious boys or girls to do •carrier 
routes. 
, , . ,~  ~ ' ! '  ~ • 
Good expermnce, and-earnmgs;or the 
right persons. 
Phone Mr. Lobelle 636.6367 
l~e Terrace Daily Herald 
Course. Phone 638.1507 for 
more dotalls. (c.10,11,14,15,16) 
• : ' : ' : " " : ' :  : '. ' ...:::: '. ':..:.::" :-:.:::.:.'.:;:.:.:.:...:.:.'.::".:*:" " . "  " : : : '  
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Come to Church 
KNOX UNITED 
CHURCH 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 
Minister Rev. Dave Martyn 
Sunday School 
Senior 12 & up 10:00 a.m. 
Under 12 11:00 a.m. 
Wershlp service 11:.00 a.m. 
TERRACE * 
ALL IANCE 
• CHURCH 
Pastor Roy Taylor 
Sunday 9:45 - Bible School 
11:00 a.m..  Morning Worship 
7:15 p.m. Evening Service 
Wed. 7:30 p.m.. Bible Study & 
Prayer 
UPLANDS 
RAPT I IT  
CHURCH 
Pastor D.K. Hale 635.9398 
Corneref Halliwell 
and N. Thomas 
10:00 a.m. Bible Teaching 
Sunday School 
11:00 a.m. Morning Worship 
Service 
7:30 p.m. Singing and Bible 
Study 
Weds. 
8:00 p.m. Home Bible Studies 
"You are Welcome at 
Uplands" 
CHURCH OF GOD 
836 River Drive 
Terrace, B.C. 
Rev. R.L. White 
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. 
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m. 
Prayer Service Wed. 7:30 p.m. 
;Sunda.y. School 10 a.m. 
ZION BAPT IST  
CHURCH 
Cor. Sparks & Keith 
Pastor: Paul Mohnlnger 
Office 635.2407 
• Home 635.5309 
Sunday School 9:45 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. 
CHRIST IAN 
REFORMED 
CHURCH 
Sparks St. at Strauss Ave. 
Rev. Arthur Helleman 635.2621 
Sunday School. Terrace 10 a.m. 
Sunday School. Remo 2:30 p.m. 
11:00 a.m. Worship service 
,5:00 p.m. Worship Service 
PENTECOSTAL 
TABERNACLE 
4647 Lazelle Ave. 
Paster M. Kennedy 
Office 635.2434 Home 635.5336 
Sunclay School 10:00 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. 
Sunday Evening 7:15 p.m. 
Bible Study Wed. 7:30 p.m. 
Youth Night Thurs. 7:30 p.m 
SACRED HEART 
PAR l iH  
4830 Straume Ave. Terrace. 
Phone:635.2312. 
Sunday Masses 
8:15 a.m. 
10:15 a.m. 
11:30 a.m. 
7:30 p.m. 
CHRIST 
LUTHERAN 
CHURCH 
for. Sparks St. & Park Ave. 
Rev, Rolf Nosterud 635.5882 
Morning Service. 11 a.m. 
Church School • 9:45 a.m. 
Sunday School, Confirmation 
Youth and Adult Classes 
SALVAT ION 
ARMY 
4637 Welsh 
Captain: Bill Young 
9:45 Sunday School 
11:00 Morning Workshop 
7:30 Evening Sery!ces 
Men. Cottage meeting 7:30 
Wed. Home league 7:30 
Sat. Youth group 7:30 
phone 
Coptain er Mrs. Bill Young. 
I ;T. MATTHEWIS  
CHURCH 
Anglican Church of Canedo 
4726 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace 
Roy. Lance Stephons. 635-5U5 
Church: 635.9019 
Church Service 10 a.m. 
Sunday School 10a.m. 
MENNONITE  
DRRTHRiN 
CHURCH 
3406 EbyStreet635.3015 : 
Paster Dwayne Barkman 
3406 Eby Street Phone 635.3015 
Pastor Dwayne Barkman 
Sunday School 10:00 am 
Family Worship Service 11:00 
a.m. 
iVANO|L ICAL  
FREt CHURCH 
Cor. Park Ave. and Sparks St. 
Rev. W.H. Tatum 
3302 Sparks Street 635.5115 
9:45 Sunday School 
11:00 Morning Workshop 
7:15 Evening Services 
...'.'.','.:.'.:.:.:.'.'.:.'.~................................'.'.'.'.:.'.'.'..';:.'.'.'.'.'.....'...'v'.'¢.:.'.'.'.:.'.'.v .....~.'........... ... .v . . . .........................'.p:.:.:.'.:.'.'.';'.'..................3 
! 4) 
68. Legal ': 
DISTRIC'rOFTERRAcE ' :~'" ' ' " 
ANNUALTAX SALE NOTICE it ' l l  a long way hack up the 
hill to carry this 4S0-pound 
Pursuant to Sectlm 39s of the picnic table 'that was sent 
Municipal Act, on the thlrtlth rofnag through a log fence in 
day of September, 1977, at the Upper l i t t l e  Park earl ier  
Coundl Chamber Of the District 
of Terrace, at .the hour Of Ten this week. Parks branch 
o'clock, In the forenoon, there head Tony Gllinrd says his 
shall he offered for sale by employees replace 15 to 30 
Public Auction each and every U'ees every Monday that 
parcel of real property In. have been torn up by the 
cludlng Improvements, upon routs. Benches are 
which any of the taxes are frequently turned over and 
delinquent. The following fences pulled apart. Up 
properties have delinquent until recently, repair work 
tsxes asd  September 19, 1977. was done by the Local 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
STREET ADDRESS 
Lot A Blod~ 17, DL 360, Plan 
1949 RSCD. - 4,515 Haugland. 
Low 2 of Lot 6 & 7 Plan 3053 Blk 
5, DL360 Plan 4329 RS CD. - 2708 
Sparks. 
Lot 2 Elk. 19, DL 360, Plan 5080 
RSCD.- 2607 Kalum St. 
Lot 21, Elk. 34, DL 360, Plan 
6051, RSCO. - 2205 Kalum St. 
Blk. 21, DL 361, Plan 965, R5 CD. 
.4763 & 4765 Lakelse Ave. 
The Easterly 1 acre of B!k. 21, 
DL 361, Plan 966 R$ CD. - 4761 
Lakelse. 
LOt 15, Block 6 DL 361, Plan 972, 
RSCD. - 3213 Kalum St. 
Lot 1 of Elk. B & Elk. 23 DL'3~I, 
Plan 1090 Range 5 Coast District 
.4749 - 4755 Lakelse Ave. 
LOt 2 of Blk B and Blk. 23 DL 
361, Plan 1090 R5 CD - 4741 
Lakelse. 
Lot 3 of Blk B and Blk 23, DL 
361, Plan 1090 R5 CD - 4731 
Lakelso. 
Blk 4 of Bik A DL 361, Plan 1265, 
R5 CD - 4620 Davis. 
West part of Lot B Elk. 13, of 
Elk. A DL 361, Plan 3151 RSCD. 
• 4631 Davis. 
E Pt. of Lot B Elk. 13, of Elk. A 
DL 361, Plan 3151 RSCD - 4629 
Davis. 
Lot 10, Elk. 3, DL 361, Plan 3203 
RbCD - 4720 Hamer Ave. 
Lot 3 Blk 3 DL 361, Plan 3204 
RSCD - 4705 Soucle Ave. 
Lot 5 NI/=, Blk. 16, DL 361, Plan 
3273 RSCD - 4609 Straume. 
Lot S EV= Blk. 11 DL 361, Plan 
3329 R5CD - 4709 Park Ave. 
Lot 9 Of LOt 3 of E1/~ Elk 0 Plan 
1985 DL 361, Plan 3473 RSCO - 
4707 Loan Ave. 
Parcel A Explan plan 4166 Lot 3 
Elk i2, DL 361, Plan 1117, R$CD 
4742 Tuck Ave. 
Lot B (~f Lot 15 of South Va Blk I 
DL 361, Plan 5989 RSCD - 4744 
Tuck Ave. 
I.ot 22, BIk 6 DL 369 Plan 972 
RbCD - 4550 Lakelse. 
Lots 28 & 29BIk 6 DL 369 Plan 
972 Range 5 Coast District - 
3220 Kalum St. 
t~  30 Elk 6 DL 369 Plan 972 
CD-3232 K~lum St. 
15 Blk ~ :DL 369 Plan '972 
RbCD - 4431 Lakelse. 
Lot 10 BIk 2 DL 369 Plan 3094 
RbCD - 4419 Legion. 
Lot 1 DL 369 Plan 7024 RSCD - 
3210 School St. 
Slk 3 DL 611 Plan 3067 RSCD - 
5003 Graham. 
Lot 2 Except part Included In 
plan 4660 Elk 4 DL 611 Plan 3604 
RSCD - 4940 McDeek. 
Lot 64 DL 615 Plan 1215 RSCD. 
5235 Haugland. 
Lot 10 Elks 5, 6, 8,7 DL 837 Plan 
3220 Range S Coast District • 
4106 Sparks St. 
The S 6.5 acres of Lot 3 Sac. 
DDi4647. 1 DL 838 Plan 1105 
Range 5 CD. • 3624 Kalum St. 
The North V= of Elk 4 DL 97"/ 
Plan 1055 Ranges Coast District 
4314 Sparks St. 
(c.15,16) 
District of Kltlmat 
Notice of Tax Sales 
As per section 395 of the 
Munlclpal ACt, unless the 
dellnquent axes are pald on or 
before September 29th 1977, a 
tax sale wlll be held In the 
munldpal Councll Chambers, 
1101 Klngflsher Avenue, 
Kltlmat, B.C. at 10:00 a.m. 
September 30th, 1977 for the 
dlspesfflon of the followlng 
properties: 
RANGE COAST DISTRICT 
Block 1202B 
Lot No. 15 
Plan 3499 Industrial Avenue 
Block 1204 
Lot No.15 
Plan 3400 Industrial Avenue 
Block 1204 
Lot No. 16 Plan 3400 506 En- 
terprise Avenue 
Block 220 
Space No.7 
584 W. Columbia Avenue 
Block 264 
Space No. D.4 
653 W, Columbia Avenue 
M.Fell Treasurer Collector 
(C.16) 
+ , Initiative Program workers 
who built the pretty park on 
the side of the hill, but now 
that their grant has run out, 
city works eraws will have 
to repair damages when 
they have time. Parks 
crews suspect an adult has u 
grudge against he dlslrlet- 
the tables are too heavey for 
juveniles and the damage in 
malicious and methodieal. 
People seeing suspicious 
activities in the park a re  
asked to phone the police. 
i!; 
! 
Dr. Lamb 
Many strokes 
1 can occur 
By Lawrence E. Lamb, M.D. 
DEAR DR. LAMB -- My 
question'is can .a person have 
seven or eight strokes before 
final death. I heard ff one has 
two, the third is fatal, and one 
does not know when these will 
occur until they happen. 
DEAR READER -- There 
is no limit to bow many 
strokes a parian can have. 
Repeated small strokes may 
cause symptoms of short 
duration and may or may not 
cause  any permanent  
damage. 
The small strokes are now 
thought to be caused by small 
bits breaking off a clot in 
arteries in the neck. The 
small clots may temporarily 
obstruct an artery in the brain 
causing transitory symptoms: 
If the small clot moves on and 
ends up in a silent unimpor- 
tant part of the brain there 
may be no residual effects at 
all. 
A large clot can obstruct a .  
major large artery to the~:~; 
brain add ~ cause extensive,. 
damage or death in a very 
short ime --  sometimes even 
within minutes. 
The difference is based on 
how large the artery is that is 
involved - -  or stated another 
way bow large and important 
the area of brain is that is 
damaged for any reason. It 
also depends upon whether the 
brain damage is permanent or ~,  
i ust temporary, causing poor unction of the cells because 
of temporary swelling of the 
t issues. 
Many patients who survive 
a stroke never die from a 
stroke at all but often die from 
a heart attach. The common 
forms of heart disease and 
strokes are beth caused by the 
.same disease of arteries -- 
fatty cholesterol deposits -- 
called atherosderosis. 
To give you more informa- 
tion about small strokes, big 
strokes and what we. know 
about preventing them I am 
sending you The Health Letter 
number 2-S, Strokes; Cerebral 
Vas~lar Accident-- Cerebral 
¢lL,~mbesis. Others who want 
this information can send 50 
cents with a long, stamped, 
serf-addressed envelope for it. 
Just send your request o me 
in care of this newspaper, 
P.O. Box 1551 Radio City Sta- 
tion, New York, NY 10019. 
1965 GMC 5 TON 
Equlpped wlth power wlnch. 
Prlca $1500.00. Phone 635.1676,. 
(P.14-1&17-19-21) 
For Sale or Rent. Concrete 
forms. Build your own 
basement and save Phone 635. 
?45 
also 
" X 10" Wood beams aft, loft 
nd 12 ft lenths. Assorted 
~locking .Phone 635-3145. (p.12- 
16) 
DEAR DR. LAMB -- My 
sister and I disagree'about the 
use of codeine. She insists that 
codeine can become addictive 
and for that reason her doctor 
discontinued giving her a par- 
ticular medication for pain 
during a recent illness. He 
said it contained codeine and 
she could become addicted to 
the drug. 
Is codeine really an addic- 
tive drug? I worked in a phar- 
macy some years ago'and 1 
am sure I heard the phar- 
macist say that codeine, such 
as aspirin with codeine, in 
itself was not addictive. 
Will you please settle this 
argument between us? 
DEAR READER -- Part of 
the problem may be in the 
definition of addiction. This 
word is used so loosely both in 
professional and public use 
that it means all sorts of 
things to different peopl e. 
If by addiction you mean a 
rson will have discomfort 
d feel so bad when they. stop 
a medieine that they will seek 
more of the medicine, it is ad- 
dictive. If you mean sudden 
cessation of medicine may 
cause serious ymptoms then 
alcohol is addictive. 
Perhaps I can help by poin- 
ting out that codeine and 
morphine are both from 
opium. Heroin also belongs to  
the group. 
VULCAH 
MACHINERY & 
EQUIPMENT LTD 
Cowart Road 
PRINCE GEORGE, 
B.C. 
invites inquiries about 
TREE FARMER 
BANTAN 
BOMAG 
LOEB 
HYDRO-AX 
HALL- 
KEN H0SKINS 
AT: 
546-0101 
New Business's 
Not listed in our 
}'re B,O. Tel Direotory. 
ted x & J AUTOMOTIVES- 638-8484 
VILLAGE MEATS- 638-1765 
• .I TERRAOE 01L BURNER SERVICES- 635-4227 
• '|:l;~le-Mr ONE month courtesyof the DALLY HERALD 
ur business phone 
listed for your eudomsrs Please Oall 635-6357 
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Focal Fil :r 
The first sere t fortified 
with eight essent., I vitamins 
came on the mar; :t 15 years' 
ago. By cultiva on, a to- 
mato is conside ~d a veg- 
etable; botanical , it is con- 
sidered a fruit n ancient 
times, the olive vus culti- 
5 
!i: 
? 
vated mainly for :s oil. The 
ancients used I e oil for 
medicine, for fo i and for 
annointing their I d i e s . .  
U.S. Cat ~ 
Last year, U.S. "isherman ' ; 
caught 37 per ce~ of the 6.6 i 
billion pounds ," seafood 
consumed in this )untry. In 
1964. they caught I per cent • i 
of the total. 
A 
OMINECA 3UIIJDAU 
i 
i 
PR"-UDEN & CURRIE-- LTD. 
OVER 3 ACRES ON KALI fireplace, 3 good.sized 
I LAKE DRIVE '| bedrooms, large rear sundeck Neat and clean 2 bedroom| andafullbasmentwithasauna, home. Large workshed and a I fireplace end partially finslehd 
I chicken house. Also Included I recreation room. The large lot is an 8'x32' trai ler with i has a rear view of the Skecna 
separate septic tank and" Valley. Phone RustyLlunghfor 
connected to the water viewing. 
system. A dandy parcel of 
land with 716 ft. of frontage on 
a paved road. Call Bob 
Sheridan. ;. 
I 
HOUSE WITH A VIEW .... 
Three bedroom spi l l  level 
overlooking Terrace and the 
Skeena Valley. Some of the 
many excellent features in 
this home are three bedrooms, 
lensulte plumbing, fireplace, 
finished rec. room and utility I
room. The attached garage Is I 
Insulated. Grounds ful lYl 
landscaped. Drive by 44031 
Birch Ave. and then call any of | 
our sales staff for completel 
details. . i 
LCOMF:ORTABLE HOME ,OW TAXES 
Located lust off Queanswa 
this three bedroom home has 
wall to wall carpeting, 
franklin fireplace, patio doors. 
to front sundeck, laundry area 
and a large eating area In the 
kitchen. To view Phone Rusty 
ilL.jungh. Full price $32,000. 
DEVELOPMENT POTEN- 
TIAL 
Spacious older home on 
concrete foundation, with 3 
bedrooms, den and mud room 
heated with electric heat and 
located on a large lot 164x189 
In a residential No.2 area. 
Property has sub-division 
potential or development 
potential for multiple 
dwellings. Contact Rusty 
Liungh to view. 
bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, 
fireplace, eating area In the 
kitchen plus dining room, and a 
large family room and entr Y 
on the ground level. The 
property Is nicely landscaped 
and there Is a carport. Phone 
Bert Liungh to view. 
. . . . .  , "  " ". i !  ' 
~~. .  ~]~.  
rHORHHILL-  HANDY MAN 
SPECIAL 
Located on Paquefte street 
:lose to schools this home has 3 
bedrooms, ful l  basement, 
double windows and Is ap- 
proximately 1040 sq. ft. Heating 
Is electric and It Is serviced by a 
well end septic tank. Home 
requires Interior finishing. To 
view call Bert Liungh. Full 
HOME WITH A REVENUE 
Large modern home with 
fireplace, wall to wall carpets, 
ensulte plumbing, and a full 
basement with two rental 
suites. One suite has two 
bedrooms, bathroom and 
kitchen, living area, 2nd suite 
has kitchenette, V= beth and 
bedr~c~m. House Is well 
cons'~rd'cted, has two meters, 
'twb~.~t water tanks. For 
fu r !~ Information phone 
Ru~' :  Llungh. 
CAPTIVATING V IEW OF 
TERRACE AND SKEENA 
VALLEY 
4609 Westvlew has 3 bedroom, 
full basement, 2 fireplaces, 2 
~ull bathrooms, rumpus room, 
attacked garage, kitchen Is 
loaded with cabinets and 
range a~d frldge Includ~cl, hot 
water [~fatlng. Very private 
and seeded setting. Asking 
S65,000'~nd will consider of. 
tars. Give Bob Sheridan a 
call. 
HI~AI  - I ; I .U~I :  Ig  I t / O n  A ~ u  
SCHOOLS 
Attractive three bedroom home 
with wall to wall carpeting, 
acorn fireplace, approximately 
110 sq. ft. with 1 bedroom, 
rumpus room with a wet bar, 
laundry room and storage on 
the basement level. There Is an 
attached carport end the 
property is landscaped and 
fenced. Contact Bert Llungh to 
view. 
QUIET AREA & MINIMUM 
OF TRAFFIC 
Delightfully different spacious 
2 bedroom morn basement 
home, very large living room, 
with floor to open ceiling, 
brick fireplace, attachec 
carport drive by 4611 Mc. 
Cannel 'and give Bob Sheridan 
a call 
WELL LOCATED - WELL 
CONSTRUCTED 
Convenient o all school ievels 
this 1200 sq. ft. full basement 
home has natural rock 
fireplace. Ensulte plurnblng. 
3 additional bedrooms In the 
basement. Attached carport -
extra built-Ins. Nicely treed 
lot. Asking $49,000. Give Bob 
Sherldan a call. 
Price reduced to 30,000 for this 
neat two bedroom home. 
Close to schools. This home 
has wall to wall carpeting. 
There is a separate garage 
with a 'workshop. Nicely 
I~ndscaped also a green house 
with a garden area. Vendor 
will carry secondary finan- 
cing to the right party. To 
vllh~ this mutllpe listing No. 
2662 Phone Rusty Ljungh. 
PRICED TO SELL 
ANXIOUS OWNER 
3 bedrooms - full basement - 
attractive fireplace, built.In 
range and oven, built.In china 
cabinet, enclosed patio at 
rear, 2 bedrooms, bathroom, 
rumpus room in basement. 
Asking $46,000 - give Bob 
Sheridan a call. 
i 
- l I 
POTENTIAL [ • 
Light Industrial zone- 1 1/2 
acres with a good solid full 
bsmt house-2 brms on main 
floor and 2 brms In bsmt- ~ ~t~/~ 
modern cabinet kitchen with 
buit.ln range and oven-4 pc 
bathroom up and 3 pc 
bathroom In bsmt.Owner 
anxiou to sell so got the details IMMACULATE 
from Bob Sheridan. 
GREAT FAMILY LOCATION 
~48~)gMcConnel has 3 bdmn full 
bsmt 1136 sq ft and only 3 yrs 
old. All britons are carpeted 
also Ilvlngc room and dining 
room-ensulte plumbing of 1 
mstr bedroom-attachec 
carport-nat gas heating- 
Owner will take a rock bottom 
price of $45,000.00. Give Bob 
Sheridan a call. 
: ' ~ m  ~'; D'I R .... . . . . .  UNIQUELY FFE ENT 
Quality constructed 3 bdmn 
are off an upper balconey 
which overlooks these rooms. 
modern kitchen with laundry 
room lust a step away.study 
room with patio doors to deck- 
fireplace in Iivlnf living room. 
bsmt has free standing 
fireplace In p large living 
rumpas room-sundeck over 
carport.twin seal windows- 
new listing in town on Dairy 
Ave.see this really different 
well built home with Bob 
Sheridan. 
BEDROOM 
Located on fully Iz 
and fenced lot on 
Avenue. Wall to w~ 
windows. Will qt 
CMHC 95 percent fi 
3all Dwain McCol 
formation on how yo. 
¢our home for very I 
SPACIOUS MODEF HOME 
Only 3 years old, 1: 
with full basement 
kitchen, nice dinlnt 
fireplaces, ensuite 
off master bedro 
room, all bedroon 
room, and dining rc 
carpeted. Located 
tractive area of Wes 
Call Bob Sheridan. 
PRICE REDUCE 
MEDIATE OCCUPt 
You'll be sure to 
home. This three 
home Is only one yea 
sq. ft., with rock fire 
baths, wall to wall tt 
rec room, bath, lau 
two extra large bec 
i 
the daylight basemq 
home has a car 
sundeck. The lot 
landscaped with ga 
and storage shed. C 
McCall to view th 
home. MLS. 
DOUBLEWIDE WITH SHOP 
AT BARGAIN PRICE 
Modern 2 bdmn Century 
double wide on concrete 
rlngwall.servlced by P.U.C. 
water systme-only six years 
old and in good condition- 
22')(28' shop with concrete 
floor.large lot.owners offer 
financing assistance and are 
only asking 521,000. Make an 
offer. Contact Bob. Sheridan. 
MOBILE HOME WITH 
LARGE ADDITION 
3969 Simpson Ave Thornhlll. 
total sq ft approx 1000 ft.3 
bdmns with large master- 
large living room with 
franklin fireplace.storage 
room oroffice space-on P.U.C. 
water system- 
?:" : 
!qe. ~ 
L . !  
BRAND NEW WEL 
TREED LOT - ( JALIT 
THROUGHOUT 
1200 sq. ft. - full ha, ment, 
large bedrooms, can al brlc 
fireplace, ensuite r Jmbln 
richly carpeted, pe~ d sen 
circle drive through :arpel 
really well Insulate 4" 
walls 6" in cel g al 
basement wails c~ nplete 
gyprocked and h slate 
natural gas heating $55,(: 
• call Bob Sherld~ ~ vl( 
anytime. 
I 
c0, 
t6 
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" " %tP_-Z~Y z'. ~ H.RC,. & Fancies 
, rRAVe YOU HEARD THp_. NP~vV ~"., .TdE~P_. ARP_./NTIP~ (.~M T ~ ) 
t - r~  ~'.^t ,~ ,~,~e I ~ .e  ~ ~P :acts t~ INHEKI1"eD .P "T'I4AT.~ "T'de ~TOF'IDC---~T" 
• ~ - ~ - ~  ~e~' w~V ~'~e~" A~ ~ ~__  
~'  A L  ~ Resistance to the passage 41 ~ P 
~/~,~"~ produces heat. This energy 
change produces heat in • . .  . ,  
electrical appliances such as j mmmrmi~ 
the iron e.d toaster. 
. . . . . . . . . . .  ~.~ /f',l'- ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . • : :  
T h e  Amazing Spider JLJLJ.(LA~L1 Only 100 years ago, i nEVIV, L i Frying n i 'n~ ~1~ scie tists thought hat heat
was caused by a substance SERVICES i 
called "caloric," that entered . " Chicken By Stan Lee and John Romita and left a substance. But heat i PLACE: i 
~rSP/DER-~AAN--~/ Y(XJ ~/////A FhO! YOUMA~EMY~IFE" rTHES£ASTN L~'{ YOUC~l#v'r! youMc~rlrr! z w ~  is really the movement of : Terra¢eChurch0f(~ld :
L ~i~4FO NOT TO HAR/A ////////A A PROMISE, ~ID YOU? YOU C,4NEI YOU-" ~.,~"-~ _ ~  * tiny particles, called mole- : 3341 River Drive 
~,~AINST /VIE/ ~ , "/~'Lt KILL ~ sub- : 
c~'r#N-- wAS ~ 
i 7:30 Nightly i 
P~__ ~ - ~  ~/~X('J .~l~ /~/~fl(d~g, ~ i GUEST EVANGELIST! Cut up 
~ ~ ~  : Pastor" R'L* Wh'll invlll' ~ 0 R i b  
~'~ .i CALL 6,18"1951 for. tkJHIhlr ~ ' 
! informatlee i 
uimmnllnllllnllUlllllllllmIllllmlailil Roast • • 
i SKEENA NEW DEMDORATiO P~i1[  I 9 9  Hagar the Horrible by Dik Browne | FEDERAL NOMINATION ,I C 
~oo~/Slit I~0 | Saturday Ootober 1st, 1977 . Ii Beef Chuck. 
'y'OLI KbloW . • • mu Bone In. 
14oW TO OP~I4 • 2.30 p.m. • Grade A lb. 
"~s.~ | TnonHnu. oonuunn, iLL | • H 
~ ~  ~"~{~ •i ' "lr~RRACE 'F0110wed By i for79c ' 
J~--~'~']~ l DINNER - DANCE :: 
t--" / ~, ,4 JT '~-z)  s . • 
I -~ , f~  ~ _ |= Oooktails 6.30" DinnerT:30 "m 
play lousy, anyway, but when I see her there, I play extra I I~ in le t  .~nnm[~me . -~tli im l l t t l  HI  ! 
,ou,y. " ....... ". . . . . . . . . .  " " "  " Fla-orv Crystals 
How can I get her not to come around when I m playing u . . . , " • 
without getting her mad at me? She's a neat kid and I don't n m Dancing to the music of. • 
want to hurt her feelings, j . . . .  - . - _m 
SOFTBALL SOFTY .m dim ripers Noaa nunners | 
DEARSOFTY:Levelwithher.Tellheryouwanttofind "~ Tiokets slO" each | 
out for sure if you're playlng lousy becanse she's there She II • " ,~)~- - - -~C 
might be flattered to learn that you think her presence is [] ; - . ~q - 0-~ .~ . . . . .  • Available from. Phone 635 7314, _2  "/ . . . .  Empress Brand, 
mxeeung your game 
• I,....,.,..,,,,,,,,,..,,,,,.,,,.,,,,,| Orange Flavour /Jr/ ~ l  
By Abigail Van Buren Package of 4 / i /  ~. . .~/  
©1977b, TheChlLaooTribur~oNYNowsgvndlnc ality taxidermy [ Fish & Chips consideredThere,sDEAR ABBY: I play softball, an~ not to brag, but r m t h i s a  pretygirl Ig°°dsor  player.of hangaround with. I'm not top qu . . . . . . . . . .  3VI OZ' ICnvelopes' " : ~ "  
really all that involved with her, but she's been doming 
around to watch me play quite a lot lately, and that's my 
problem. 
Last season I didn't mind her watching me play, and I 
played okay, but this season, for some dumb reason, every 
time I see her I get nervous and I play lousy. Maybe I'd ~i  i 
Your individual /~.~ 
FOR FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 23, 1977 
What kind of day will 
tomorrow be? To find out what 
the stars say, read the forecast 
given for your birth Sign. 
ARIES 
(~. 21 to AD~ 20) 'V ,~ 
A financial matter can now be 
settled satisfactorily, but don't 
let optimism lead you into 
extravagance. Rather, con- 
soUdate gains, with a view" to 
the future. 
TAURUS ~ 
(Apr. 21 to May 21) 
Accent is now on career 
achievement, possibly some 
unusual token of recognition. 
Those engaged in creative 
pursuits especially favored. GEMm~a II~" 
(May 22 to June 21) 
Some interesting possibilities 
indicated: Day may finally see 
the completion of an important 
project; also a real im- 
provement in your financial 
status. 
(June 22 to July 23) 
A day for playing the waiting 
game. Don't let anyone pin you 
down to a commitment until all 
factors are clnar in your own 
mind. Some rosy reports could 
be premature. 
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 
Shore up sagging produc- 
tivity, revise the format of 
programs which seem to get 
you nowhere. A change of pace, 
direction, momentum may be 
the answer. 
vmoo np~ 
(Aug. 24 to Sept 23) 
Excellent influences en- 
courage intellectual pursuits, 
romance and outdoor interests. 
Day spells action, optimism. 
Plan wisely. LmRA .O.~ 
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) 
Think carefully about 
shouldering new respon- 
sibilities. Even if you are 
willing, be sure you can share 
certain present duties with 
others. 
SCORPIO ~ 
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) 
A time to use your innate 
aggressiveness to the hilt. 
Someone with "pull" could be 
very useful ff you take the 
initiative. sAo~ARnJs ~ 
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 
There may be a catch to a 
certain financial proposition. 
You'd do well to take the advice 
of an expert along such lines. 
CAPRICORN , ~  
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 
Your lucky day! Like a "bolt 
from the blue," you may 
receive an unexpected windfall 
in the afternoon. 
AQUARIUS ~ . 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
A chance to push your in- 
terests. Others can be won to 
your way of thinking easily and 
willingly now. 
PISCES ) ~  
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
A meeting with an influential 
person can now be arranged, 
but it will be up to YOU to 
propose the time, date and 
place. 
YOU BORN TODAY, as a 
Virgo-Libra cuspal (one born at 
the change of Signs), are a 
roundly talented individual, 
artistic in the highest sense of 
the word, and intensely 
romantic. Your keen mind 
makes you excellent at analysis 
and research, and you could 
shine as scientist, writer, 
philosopher or educator; would 
also make an outstanding 
literary or dramatic critic. You 
have a talent for acting and 
could even add an,element of 
the dramatic to a business 
career. Your meticulousness 
and capacity for handling 
details are notable. Bit,hAste 
of: Augustus, Roman emperor; 
Romy Schneider and Walter 
Pidgeon, film actors. 
'1.1 
i ce  Oream 
Snow Star. 
Assorted Flavours. 
4 Litre Pail 229 
Sookeye Salmon 
C ovr rn S] 4 
For Sandwiches. ] 
7% oz• Tin • 
* Game heads , Birds , Fish . Hides Oranges 
handiorafts, S I .~  , Bear rugs completely l ined, Native. California Valencia. 7
gifts.  Mountain goat and bear skin pillows s;,'n'o~'~.,e ~0, 
Wolfgang Denne - -  A fu l ly  qua l i f ied  European tax idermis t  w i th  13 years 
exper ience  We lerv0 al !  o f  nor thern  B.C. 
Call for a price quote or stop in at our  Francois Lake Drive showroom 
to v iew our  big select ion of t roph ies  ond g i f tware  
Open seven days a week during the hunting season• 
Call us at 6924093 
SPECIAL NOTE TO 
• TRAPPERS: 
We are ready and willing to buy 
a lot of furs this trapping season. 
BURNS LAKE TAXIDERMY 
FRAlil)OIS l IKE DRIVE 692-3093 
# Grapes 
California Seedless 
Canada No• 1 Grade 
, Prices Effective 
,59 
September 21kt to September 24th 
In Terrace Safeway Store 
Sales in Retail Quantities only. 
C A N A D A  ~tAFEWAY L IM ITED 
